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PREFACE

Since 1934 a "mystery speaker" has given a speech on current
issues and prdblems in Agricultural Education at the Annual Teacher
Educator's Breakfast Meeting held during the American Vocational
Association Convention. Without exeption, the nen chosen to fUlfill
this role have been professional leaders chosen by their associates
because they had a roint of view which was either challenging, in-
structive, or provocative. The sreecbes delivered during the period
1934-1956 were published under the title of Presentations - Teacher
Trainers Breakfast Meetin s by Professor T. J. Borne, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia. The proposal to can-
bine the speeches given during the years 1957 through 1966 in a sec-
ond publication was made by the Executive Committee of the Anerican
Association of Teacher Educators in Agriculture.

Appreciation is expressed to the speakers wbo nade their pre-
sentations available. Tbanks are also extended to the Education De-
partment, New 'York State Ccllege of Agriculture, Cornell University,
for providing facilities and binds for duplicating and distributing
this volume.

'While this series of speeches reflects primarily the profession-
al issues and problems of the years when they were presented, they
can also serve as a baseline for projecting programs for the future.
It is hoped that this volume will prove to be a source of renewed
inspiration and challenge to all meMbers of the teacher education
professian.

Harold R. Cushman, Chairman
Publications Conmiittee

American Association of Teacher Educators of America
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KEEPING TEE FAITH OF OUR PRECEDESSORS

Cbed L. Snowden
Head, Departamnt of Agricultural Education

Mississippi State University
1966

I hardly need say that I apprnciate the high honor of being se-
lected to be your mystery speaker for 196t. As has been true with
the mystery speakers who have preceded me, it is a great challenge,
especially since we have so many among us who have distinguished
.theaselves in the area of teacher-education in agriculture. The
responsibility carried by the teacher-educators in agriculture
thrtvghout the United States is literally a responsibility for the
fUture of our agricultural education system. There is no one among
us this morning who does not know the degree to which the education
of the yoang men entering the vocational agriculture teaching field
depends on the foresight, the wisdom, the creativeness, the initiative,
and the bold courage of the teacher-educators in agriculture. I
want to pay tribute to our predecessors as well as issue a challenge
to vs who are at the helm today. Thus, the reason for the title of
this paper, "Keeping the 3hith of Our Predecessors."

Borrowing from the immortal words of the late Sir Winston Chur-
chill, "Never have so many owed so much to so few." Our predecessors
in teacher-education in agriculture are relatively few when measured
in terms of the nuMber of people influenced by their teachings. They
were men of courage; they were men who could keep pace with the fast-
est thinkers in the behavioral sciences, and they were men who could
"alant" their philosophy toward the pragmatic viewpoint without be-
ipg accused by opponents of causing secondary-school curriculums to
become too steeped in pragmtism.

Our predecessors in teacher-education in agriculture were drawn
from several different disciplines. These men, underwhommny of
you here this morning have studied at ane time or the other, were
called to the task of preparing teachers for a new felerally aided
vocational education proremm. When the Smith-Hughes Act was passed
in 1917, there were then several great teacher-training institutions
doing a good job of training teachers for the schools of this country.
What educatianal leaders in these institutions had dreamed of was a
day when adequate money would be available for the trainipg of teach-
ers, for they recognized, as all educators do, that a:A inadequately
trained teacher is a weak link in any educational system.

Therefore, educators in several of these well established in-
stitutions which had long been in the business of training teachers
for our educational system looked upon the new federal legislation
am a, partial answer to their prayers. The administrators of these
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institutions knew that here was federal money for the training of
teachers; and, of course, they expected to get a large share of it.
But when the law was interpreted, they ftund that it was available
only to schools "under pdblic supervision and control." These in-
stitutions, under this interpretation, did not qualify. This: of
course, proved a disheartening blow to some of the educators in these
institutions. To add insult to injury, they had to see most of the
federal money available for teacher-education in vocational agricul-
ture as well as other areas of vocational education go to Land-Grant
colleges; and, as many of you know, the Land-Grant cclleges in those
days were not considered academically respectable in the area of
teacher preparation, nor were they expected to be. I point this out
to illustrate what our predecessors in teacher education had to deal
with. They had to have strong faith in themselves and in vocational
education in order to do the job. They could expect little help
or encourageneat for vocational education fram these disappointed
institutions. Moreover, they could expect that school administrators
who came under the influence of educators in these institutions to
be exposed to a negative attitude toward vocational education in
general.

You who have studied the development of vocational education in
this country know that in the earl3iyears of the natianawide develop-
ment of vocational education, our most vlolent and persistent critics
were educators in teacher-training institutions which were not "under
public supervlsion and control."

Our predecesscrs did not necessarily resent the attitude that
prevailed by same educational leaders of their day, nor should we
resent the attitude of same toward us today. In fact, I believe that
over the years our critics have served the cause of vocational edu-
cation more effectively by their negative attitude than if they had
welcomed with opea arms the arrival of the national program for vo-
cational education. Perhaps these critics of vocational education
during its infangy eaused our predecessors to justify every step
taken toward the development of vocational-education in agriculture
in the schools of this nation. This is as it should have been just
as it should be today. Certainly any new idea, or educational program,
that affects so iattmately the lives of as many people as does voca-
tional-educatian in ail:L.:culture, should be required to justify itself.

FUrthermare, I think that the early critics of our program served
as a motivating force to "cement" our predecessors in a comman cause.
Likewise, I believe that the critics of vocational-education in agri-
culture today are serving to alert us to work toward an improved pro-
gram. At least we 'mow that we cannot be complacent.

In spite of the negattve influence that existed among some in-
dividuals at the time, our predecessors were able to put a quality
factor in public education that caused a great majority of the pdb-
lic school administratos to throw the weight of their positions, in-
fluence, and resources into developing a type of vocational-educa-
tion in agriculture that served the needs of the people of their can-
munities and the natian in that day.

.
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Our predecessors in teacher education had to bear the great bur-
den of learning, adapting, and executing a program of teacher educa-
tion that would meet the acceptance of a demanding public, and at
the same time overcome the influence of the criticisms of many lead-
ing educators of the day; and they had to do it mostly in institu-
tions which had not been accustomed to preparing teachers. The
severity of some of the criticisms hurled at vocational education dur-
ing its early years of development can be illustrated by citing the
following statement written by the president of a large mid-western
university, not a Land-Grant university. The article was published
in an internationl magazine. He wrote:

"...Vocational education is a fraud. It is a fraud
on the individ.ual because it deprives hint of his rights
as a free man. It purports to teach him how to do
the work that will enable him to exist but not to live.
It aims no.higher than a form of slavery, because it
is training in the lowest form. It teaches him forms
and routines, ignores even the reasons for the forms
and. routines. The forms and routines ma.y change, and in
a country of rapid advancing technology, such as the
United States, they do chs.nge suddenly. The citizen
who has only vocational training then is stranded, be-
cause he has not bee.. given the means of adapting him-
self to the change. ft

I will leave it to your own conclusion as to how imich this uni-
versity -nresident really knew about vocational education, especially
about vocational, education in agriculture. With our predecessors
as it is with us today, a few well-meaning people talk and write
about the poor image of vocational education, especially vocational
agriculture, who seemingly have not taken the time to find out the
facts about the program.

Over the years there has ascended an arraler of educational talent
into teacher-education in agriculture which I challenge any area of
education to match. I will not call any of them by name for fear
that I might leave orb your favorite, And too, the list would be
too extensive to present in this paper.

These teacher-edncators in agriculture whom I refer to as our
predecessors found. their stride early and. developed a phiosophy of
vocational education in agriculture which includes everythivg that
happens to people from a young age to and through adulthood. Theirs
was a sound philosophy. These forerunners In teacher-education in
agriculture recognized the urgent need for better educational oppor-
tunities in all areas and on all levels. The pioneers in vocational
agriculture wanted and. strived to get vocational agriculture treated
as one of the special areas of education in the public schoas, and
that it be kept vocational. What they wanted and got was the mainten-
ance of respectablo standards which would. bear close scrutiny of the
better fhrmers of the day. They realized that to attempt to train
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boys and adults in situations that did not have the respect of the
best farmers in the comminity was the surest way to defeat the aims
and objectives of vocational education in agricultural programs.
Not all vocational agriculture programs have been successful. e
know this and we know why. It was certainly not because of erron-
eous objectives developed by our predecessors. We know tIlet these
men to whom I have been referring repeatedly knew that vocational
education would change, and. that teacher educators would, be called.
upon to train teachers for new occupations. They knew that specific
training within a given vocation would change. Tilley knew that meth-ods in instruction would have to be improved, but they also knew
that there are certain fUndamental educational philosophies that
dare not be vacated. They knew that there are certain princiaes in
.vonational education in agriculture that cannot be compromised.
Among these are the well established and flindamental principles that
vocational agriculture teachers be competent in their field of teach-
ing; that vocational agriculture teachers be supervised by agricul-
turally competent people; that the training situation of the learner
approximate as closely as possible the real-life situation where the
learning will be apillied; and. that learners be segregated with respect
to the occupations for which they are training. I am not saying
that there was Complete agreement among our predecessors on these
principles. Indeed, there was disagregment, but zany of us were
taught these principles and. still hold that they are sound.

Our predecessors viewed the teacher of vocational agriculture
as a teacher in the public school needing as much training in gen-
eral and professional education as any other teacher in the public
school. They expected him to have the ability to commicate with
his students, his colleagues, and other professional people. They
expected. him to be a scholar-teacher -- meaning a good scholar and.
a good teacher. Many of our predecessors held that there is no con-
flict between being a good scholar and being able to acquire applied
knowledge and skills. I have heard, as I am sure you have, some of
our predecessors say mere scholars unable to teach have no moral right
to teach; couversely, mere teachers with no conception of scholar-
ship have no right to be in our educational system.

How is our ftith today? Is it as strong as that of our predeces-
sors? Is our philosopb7 today sound enough to withstend the criti-
cisms being hurled at vocational education in agriculture? Last year
Clarence Bundy told us that "The objectives of teacher-education in
agriculture must be in harmony with the objectives of American agri-
culture..."

I suspect that teacher-educators in agriculture'who do not know
the objectives of American earicature bad better take a little time
to find out, lest they be branded as being lanomnt of the most acute
problem facing this country.

In 1959, H. M. Hamlin tad us that:



"Most of all we in teacher education need a broad
.vision of the possibilities of agricultural education.
Our present problem in agricultural education is not
going to be solved by adopting some panacea, such as
training for related occupations in high school. We
must do more than tinker with the details of our .

press'.-t program. What we must do will require a long
time, but we can keep the public happy as long as we
are moving, as raoidly as possible: in the riaht direc-
tion. Defensiveness in adherence to the status quo will
not pay off."

These two quotations by no means represent all of the many fine
,statements made by speakers at our annual teacher-training breakfast.
However, these two could well be mandatory for keeping the faith
and displaying courage.

Looking ahead, or perhaps I should say looking at the situation
today, brings itto focus zany situations that were not preoent when
federal aid first became available for developing and expanding vo-
cational education on a nat4.on-wide basis. Our faith in vhat our
predecessors believed. in 5.b being "taxed" today as never before.
Conflicting views are rampant. For examiile, in January of this year
Dr. Howard. Rosen, Assistant Director of Research, Manpower Administra-
tion, U. S. Department of labor, told a group attending a National
Interdisciplinary Seminar at Ohio State University that "...272 new
teachers in agriculture were employed in 27 states in 1964-65 as
compared with a new supply of 1181 aviculture teachers..." Dr. Rosen's
view is that we trained too many teachers of vocational agriculture;
while teacher-educators in agriculture, during the same year, were
bemoaning the fact that we did not have enough students enrolling in
teacher-education in agriculture, and we are now in the process of
making a national effort to recruit more young men to enter teacher-
education programs in agriculture. I am not implying that Dr. Rosen's
figures are wrong. He is dealing with and. using the data of the U. S.
Labor Department which I am sure are correct. We in teacher-educa-
tion in agriculture know that we got calls for teachers of vocational
agriculture this year, but we had nc teachers available. Perhaps
Dr. Rosen would have us tell young men that they must teach vocation-
al agriculture if they take our curriculum. In this same talk, Dr.
Rosen stated flirther, information developed by the Depart-
ment of labor suggests that training :mist be offered for jobs in
trade, in office work, and service flinctions. Less emphasis must be
placed on training for avicultural employment and home economics."

I might add. that the title of Dr. Rosen's paper from whit these
quotations were taken is, "Manpower and tabor Economics: Impls tion
for Guidance in Vocational-Technical Blucation."

In late 1964, Mr. Seymour Brandweita, Depity Assistant Director
for Research, Office of Nanpower, Automation and Training, U. S. De-
partment of labor, wrote an article under the title of "Manpower
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Resources and Requirements", in which he said, "Looking ahead, it is
anticipated that only one of every ten boys now living on a farm can
expect At13.-time enployment in agriculture..." We have seen these
figures over and over during the past several years; and., like always,
they imply that farming and. agriculture are synonymous. But there
is something new here. This article was published as an insert from
the newslettm', Joint Council on Economic Baucation; November 1.964.
The materials published by this organization have national circula-
tion. I must hasten to add that there was a footnote concerning
Mr. Brandwein's article which stated, "The views expressed by the
author do not necessarily represent the views of JCEE."

. Franc is Keppel, then U. S. Commissioner of Biucation, on Novem-
,.ber 13, 1964, sent a memorandum to all college and university presi-
dents, heads of other interested public or non-profit private agencies
and. institutions, in which he explained Section 4(c) of the 1963 Vo-
cational Education Act. In the last paragraph of this memorandum
Mr. Keppel states, "...perhaps no other area of education has received.
as -little attention from scholars as has vocational education..." Per-
haps-Mr. ,Keppel is right, or perhaps he is wrong. Moreover, he has
a right to his opinion just as you and I have a right to ours. But,
I nust hasten to add. that few people outside vocational education to-
day think of vocational education 'leaders as scholars. How do you
rate teacher-educators in agriculture with teacher-educators in gen-
eral? How do you rate such teacher-educators as the late A. M. Reads,
George A. Works, R. M. Stewart, George P. Deyoe, John T. Wheeler, and.
V. 0,, Martin, as well as W. F. Stewart, Carsie Harmonds, H. M. Hamlin,
Sid. Sutherland, and- law others I could name, but time and. space will
not permit a complebe listing? If there any dcubt, gentlemen,
check them out. The educational philosos of these men gaite rise
to-the principles on which vocational education is founded. today.

Now Grant Venn, Aslociate Commissioner for Adult and Vocational
Education, speaks out again. The following is taken from the news-
letter "Education U.S.A., Washington Monitor," -dated October 13, 1966.
Venn stated, "Ibr the sake of the national welfare and eacn individu-
al with a potential contribution' to it, "academic" and "vocational."
education must no longer remain separate and unequal Aructures with-
in the schools."

I might add here that Dr. Venn has a very fine article in the
November 1966 issue of American Vocational Journal entitled, "Occupa-
tional Education: A Lifetime Concern."

If vocational agriculture in the secondary schools of this country
has been separate and unequal structures within the school, it cer-
tainly was not in keeping with the aims and. objectives written by our
professional. forerunners. I know that in some situations this might
be true, but it is not universal. The conmittee that wrote the edu-
cational objectives in vocational agriculture which weve published in
1931, stated in the introduction, "Vocational education in agricul-
ture is recognized and developed as a definite part of the program of
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public education. Therefore, a statement of' the aims and objectives
of this phase of vocational education must be in harmony with and sup-
port the general objectives and philosophy of the whole of public-
school education. This implies that as the general objectives and
philosophy of the whale of public-school education changes, the edu-
cational objectives of vocational education in agriculture should.
change, and indeed they have. We now have new educational objec-
tives for vocational education in agriculture. The new objectives
embody all that the old objectives had plus much more.

Although teacher-educators in agriculture my respond somewhat
slowly to social and technological changes, we cannot remain unaf-
fected by changes which require fUndamental adjustments in our modes
.of thinking and acting. We remember Cayce Scarborough's speech given
at our annual teacher-trainers breakfast session in Minneapolis, Min-
nesota in 1964, entitled, "Philosophy, Theory, and Practice in Agri-
cultural Education." At the time, I thought Cayce was way out in
"lefb field." Since tbat t4:-e, I have seen many fine vocational ed-
ucators adopt some of the views expressed in Cayce's paper. Per-
haps Cayce's influence as a teacher-educator in agriculture is grow-
ing.

The most recent dramatic change -Ghat should affect teacher-edu-
cation in agriculture was the passage of the 1963 Vocational Diuca-
tion Act. This new act revised the language of the Smith-Hughes Act
to permit vocational agriculture to train for any occupation involv-
ing knowledge and skills in agricultural subjects, and it authorized
the appropriation of' much more money for vocational education. This
charge in language is so powerfla and pervasive in its effects on
teacher-education programs in agriculture, it will not suffice for
us to be just a little better, or just a little different. Our train-
ing programs nust become fthidamentally different and radically more
effective. How to prepare teachers of vocational agriculture to cope
with the diversity of problems they will have to deal with not only
on the farm but in non-farm agricultural occupations as well pre-
sents us with a challenging problem. Perhaps a partial solution to
the problem is recruiting more productive scholars than we have had
in teacher-education in agriculture in the past. This is not to im-
ply that we have not had. a few good scholars as agricultural educa-
tion majors in the pact, but we bave not had. eaough.

If we expect the teachers we graduate to be canpetent enough to
deal with a changing social structure as well as a changing agrical-
tura economy, the faith of our professional predecessors in scholar-
ship must be naintained. It seems clear then that we will need more
effective help from our friends in philosophy, psychology, economics,
and occupationa sociology, as well as the technical subject matter
people, in the preparation of vocational agriculture teachers for to-
day and in the future.

If we rake the adjustments fast enough and. correctly in our ag-
ricultural education curriculums, and can get an adequate number of
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good scholars enrolled, we stand at the threshold of rendering a
great service to the agricultural sector of our economy.

May I remind you that we are very close to the half century
mark of our existence. What guiding principles for teacher-educa-
tion in vocational and technical education in agriculture are we de-
veloping that we can pass on to those who will be on the scene dur-
ing the next half century?

In closing, may I quote from a paper, "We Believe - A Philosophy
for Vocational Agriculture" written by the late Ptofessor Vo G. Martin:

NO, we are not philosophers but God grant that we
may have abiding philosophies which keep our vision
pointed upwards to heights we shall never attain,
but having diligently striven towards such heights we
reach higher up the peak than otherwise we would have.

There will be difficulties and obstacles encounter-
ei as we journey along but in the words of Robert
Montgomery, 1...the answer is not one big blazing ac-
tion, but many little ones, fought on many different
fronts -usually by unsung people who believe like
giants.'

Yes, we have a mission to perform and the task ahead
is arduous. So let us say with Robert Service -

Carry on! Carry on!
Fight the good fight and true;
Believe in your mission, greet
life with a cheer

There's big work to do, and
that's why you're here.
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DIRECTION IN TEA.CHER =CATION

Clarence E. Bundy
Professor of Agricultural Education

Iowa State University
1965

As an ROTC cavalryman in the 1920's, I earned the distinction
of being a "gunner". My responsibilities invOlved the setting of
the mechanism on a French 75 so that the projectile when fired,
would land on a predetermined target. I was good at the job. I
.pleased the commanding officer, tat we never shot the gun with a
loaded shell. The one time that we were permittea to fire the gun
was during Veishea, our annual student celebration when a blank
was fired and the concussion took out about half of the windows of
the Presbyterian Church nearby. To some extent, I believe that my
"gunner's' experience in Rom is an analogous to some of our ex-
periences as teacher-educators in agricultural education.

The fruits of our efforts, as teacher-educators, depend pri-
marily on four factors. They are (1) the objectives that we strive
to reach, (2) the methols that we involve, (3) the skill developed
in using these methods, and (4) fbr the enthusiasm that we develop
.in our students to use what we have taught. Our teacher-education
programs are no better than the direction to which they are pointel.
We may be "gunners" shooting at imaginary targets or we may be real
"gunners" aiming at very real amd important objectives. My remarks
this morning will deal largely with direction in teacher education
with 'emphasis on possible changes to be made in our individual pro-
grams.

The dbjectives of teacher-education in agriculture must be in
harmony With the objectives of American agriculture. There is some
question in regard to the objectives of American agriculture. One
viewpoint is that we have experienced during the last thirty years
and'more particularly, during the last ten years, an explosion in
technology wtich makes it imperative that we remave approximately
sixty-million acres of crap land from agricultural use, thus bring-
iwg production in line with anticipated consumption. The second
viewpoint is that we are experiencing.an explosiam in werld popula-
tion which makes it imperative that we increase production and as-
sume greater responsibility in feeding the peoples of the world.
During the yast ten years vocational agricultural instructors and
teacher-educators in general have been plagued with the problem of
lack in prestige in farming and decreased emphasis upon the need for
training in farm production. It appears that we reached the depth of
pessimism and are now well on the way to an optimistic viewpoint con-
cerning the need for trained yersonnel both in farming and in off-
farm agricultural occupations.
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The second thesis recently presented by Dr. Louis Thompson,
Associate Dean of the College of Agriculture at Iowa State Univer-
sity suggests that instead of systematically reducing our food re-
serves as we have done since 1960, to prepare farm people and the
general public to look upon our position as the principal supplier
of food for the world and to produce as much as is needed. Ihrm
people and others have been reminded that storage costs of farm goods
have been high. Attually these costs have represented less than five
percent of the National Defense Budget.

The world population in 1965 is estimated to be about 3.2 bil-
lion and will reach approximately 3.9 billion by 1975. The increase
in population of 700 ndllion during the ten-year period will exceed
the present population of India or more than the entire population.
of the western hemispherf in 1965. Basically the problem of feed-
ing the world rests upon the uneven distribution of population among
the various countries. Asia has about seven times the population
of United States and Canada, yet it has about the same amount of land
in cultivation.

Studies have been made to indicate the drought periods in this
country tend to come in cycles with drought periods in other large
food production countries. It is important to the welfare of the world
that production be maintained so the surpluses of food goods can be
available at any part of the world when drought occurs. The develop-
ment of industry in many of the under-developed countries shows
promise of increasing their gross income to the extent that they will
be purchasers of food from this country. Exports of corn and soybeans
have increased greatly during the past ten years. ln 1964 we exportea
one-seventh of our corn crop and more than 500 of our soYbean crop
either in the form of beans or in the form of processed materials.
If we accept the thesis that we have a responsibility of feeding the
people of the world, we will need to increase production during the
next ten year period at an even taster rate than during the past ten
year period. . World food production must increase 20 to 25% during
the next ten year period to meet the food requirements of the world.

It is commonly known that more food can be produced on an acre
of productive land in the form of grain, especially wheat, corn and
soybeans, than can be produced in the form of livestock. Cereal
crops also can be transported and. stored more easily and more conven-

iently than can animal products. As a result, it is anticipated
that we will see a great increase in production of cereal crops over
the world and this change can bring about change in educational needs
of the people of this country. It is anticipated that the numbers
of dairy cattle amd hogs produced in this country will decrease
slightly even with increased need far consumer goods, but that beef
production will increase, The latter will be the result of the
ability of ruminant animals to consume roughage and forage crops
that can be grown on land =adaptable to the production of grain
crops.
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The role of American agriculture as a supplier of food stuff
for the world is changing and with these changes we must make changes
in our programs of agricultural education. These changes present
many implications for us in teacher education.

The first implication has to do with the emphasis placed upon
production agriculture both in high school and teacher education
programs. There has been a tendency in same states to retool the
vocational agriculture progcem entirely around off-farm agricultural
occupations assuming that there is no need for training in production
agriculture. In some states we have assumed that there is still a
weat need for persons in production agriculture occupations. Accord-
ing to the U. S. Department of Agriculture, the gross income from
.farming in the United States in 1964 was about 42 billion dollars.
Of this amount, approximately 13 billion was net income. With about
3.5 million farms in operation in the nation it would. appear that
we still have a great need for individuals trained in production
agriculture. Me need, however, will vary with the state and with
the community in each state. Nearly 1.5 million farms in 1965 are
considered to be noncommercial units. Of the 1.7 million farms that
have disappeared since 1949, most have been small farms with total
production less than $2,500 worth of products. These small farms
amounted to ::', of the farms that went out of existence during this
period.

Alms are becoming larger and require greater amounts of capital
and more technology. Management has become the key to success in
most farm operations. It appears that this will be even more true
in the fliture. It has been predicted that the farm labor force of
7.1 million In 1960 will be reduced. to about 4 million in 1980. The
number of farms will be reduced from 40 to 50% by 1980, making a total
of perhaps 2 to 2.3 million farms. Investment in production capital
items such as fertilizer, protein concentrates and agricultural chem-
icals will increase 40% by 1980. It is predicted that real estate
values will continue to rise. Investment in farm machinery will increase
necessitating larger flarms in order to make for efficient use of in-
vestment.

The predicted changes magnify the importance of trained farm
managers and farm workers. The prediction is that fltmily farms will
continue. Corporate farms have been limited due to problems of ob-
taining efficient personnel. It appears that we, in planning our
teacher education programs, must prepare vocational agriculture
teachers to be efficient in helping farm operators and workers and
prospective workers in meeting the challenges of agriculture of the
future. We need in our state approximately 2,000 replacement farmers
each year allowing for an annual decrease of about 1% in farm opera-
tors. Approximately 75% of the lower income farms in the nation are
in 13 southern states. Until the operators of these farms can find
emiployment elsewhere, it is very important that they be provided in-
struction to assist them in improving their gross income and standards
of living.
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The second implication has to do with the providing of education-

al programs to meet the needs of workers in off-farm agricultural oc-

cupations. In most states we have only made gestures in meeting

these needs. With a high percentage of ane-man vocational agricul-

ture departments, we have found it very difficult to provide train-

ing programs to meet these needs. Jointly teacher-educators and

supervisors must develop morkable programs that can be used by in-

structors in both one.inan and multiple-man departments. A recent

study of nearly 8,000 graduates at Iowa indicated that 35% of the

vocational Aaricature araduates were farming fram 9 to 14 years

after graduation. Nearly 15% were eagaged in off-farm agricultural

occupations. It appears very probable that in the years ahead there

may be as nany farm boys seeking employment in off-farm agricultural

occupations as seeking opportunities to frm. In some states the

number entering employment in off-farm ag-kcultural occupatians mill

greatly exceed the nutber who will enter : aiming.

Since the instructors in our departments have not been trained

to teach competencies needed in off-farm agriculturci, occupations,

it is very important that we make provision for this type of instruc-

tion. Changes need to be made both in our in-service and preservice

training programs. We have in Iowa about 120,000 workers in off-

farm agricultural occupations compared to approximately 200,000

employed in fhrming.

The third implication of change in American agriculture fbr

teacher education in agriculture has to do with change in curriailum

content in agricultural education. A recent study completed by

Dr. J. D. McComas of New Mexico State University indicated wide

variations in curriculum requirements amaag the forty-six institu-

tions studied, but little evidence that changes were being nade to

meet the changed conditions in American agriculture. Semester credits

in technical agriculture required varied fram less than 10 to more

than 60. Semester credits in professional sdbjects composed of TTO-

fessional education, agricultural education and psychology varied

from less than 10 to more than 50. Thirty-eight iastitations re-

quired from 11 to 20 semester credits in agricultural education, 27

required fram 6 to 15 credits of professional education, and 31 in-

stitutions required from 3 to 9 semester credits in psychology. Nine

universities required no psychology. Twenty-eight of the institutions

required less than 10 credits in the humanities.

In a study made by Jabrol in 1962) it was found that 31 of 43

institutions studied required courses in farm management and only 7

required courses in farm business records and business analysis. Only

1 Jabro, Salim H., "Curricula in Agricultural Education at the Land-

Grant Ccaleges and State Universities in the United States," PhOD.

Dissertation, Iova State University, 1962.
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three institutuions required courses in agricultural finance. At
that time no institutuions were providing instruction in off-farm
agricultural occupations as separate units of study. Only 25 insti-
tutions required. courses in general economics and 15 in government
and politica/ science. It is possible that some improvement has
been made since that time, but these data Indicate a need for carefla
analysis of our various curricula in order that they meet the needs
of our individuals as they become teachers of vocational agriculture.

The question arises as to whether it will be possible to provide
at the undergraduate level the competencies that will be needed by
itture teachers of vocational agriculture. Some states have moved
toward a fifth year program. Others are adding an additional quarter
.or semester to the present program. It is my opinion that we need
to have breadth in our educationa/ program but this can be accomplished
better through the including of opportunities to take high level special-
ized courses rather than to 11.11 the curriculum with survey and general
introductory courses. As matiple man departments are developed we
will need more flexibility in curricula in order that some students
zny become specialists. A careftil analysis of curriculum content is
very much needed. Changes can be made within existing courses or by
the deletion or addition of courses..

I have .already referred to the fourth imlication. We must
greatly expand the in-service training program for teachers of voca-
.tional agriculture. We have evidence that it isn't possible to pro-
vide all competmcies needed in the pre-service program. With changes
that are coming about in agriculture, teachers of vocational agricul-
ture must have an opportunity to continually improve their competence
both in regard to subject matter and methods. Several forms of in-
service help may be provided. Up to the present time we have provided
help largely through credit courses offered during the simmer or off-
campis during the, year. These methods should be continued but We also
need other types of in-service promms. Specialized workshops for
small groups should be made available throughout the state as the need
arises. Conferences for larger groups of teachers. may make for more
effective use of the time of teacher educators. We need to provide
more consultant assistance than we have done in the past. Several
states have provided specia/ists in subject-natter fields as means
of improving the instructional programs 'In local departments. The
five or six men in Illinois doing this job and the 10 or 12 men in
the state of Texas are examples of this type of endeavor.

It is my opinion that one of the chief causes of the departure
of teachers of vocational agriculture from the field has been the
workload. A reoent study completed by Dr. }Werner of our staff in-
dicated that those teachers in Iowa who left the teaching profession
did so because of work load, lack of advancement and to improve in-
come. We have scarcities of teachers in each of our states. It is
possible that we could alleviate the situation by giving teachers
more help so that their work would be more satisfying to them.

13



Instructors axe very mach in need of assistance in developing
program related to competencies needed in off-farm agricultural occu-
pations. Unit and course outlines, references and instructional
materials should be made available to them either by the teacher
education or supervisory staffs. I will not auarrel with supervisors
in regard who should provide these serviees. Teacher educators are
associated with colleges of agriculture in most cases and have ready
access to both resource rersons and resource materials. The job

needs to be dane and if we do he.,t add staff and do it in our teacher
education departmeuts, it will have to be done by someone else.

All signs point to greater emphasis in post-high school education-
al programs in the fixture. In practically no state have we reached
more thrm 10% of our farmers in adult school classes. In most states
ware reaching a considerably smaller percentage in young farmer
classez. The de7eloloont of area vocational-technical school facil-
ities is just getting underway in many of our states. The attitade
of school administrators must be changed in many cases before we will
be able to develop comprehensive programs ia these fields. Local
school listricts have been hampered financially and have been able
to provide only the minimum essentials of elementary and secondary
education. Our public schools nast assume greater leadership in pro-
viding educational opportunity at the post-high school level. This

means that ye will have to up-pade our training programs, both at
the pre-employment and in-service levels. Jabro found in 1962 only
17 of the 42 institutions studies that provided special methods of
instruction for the young and adult faraer pbases cf the program.
It is assumed that some instruction was proyided in other courses.
It bas been said that there bas been mote new technology developed
In agriculture in the last 30 years than in the. 200 years previous.
It has also been said that knowledge is being donbled each ten year
period. This means that it is imperative that we develop vocational
agriculture teachers who can help men acquire this ncir information
and new technology and adapt it for use on their farms or in their
places of business. We must assume responsibility for providing
training for workers in off-farm agricultural occupations.

New directions in vocational agriculture imply same changes in
criteria for the selection of students in agriculture education and
also changes in supervised teaching experience. In the study made
in 1962, 30 institutions required no more than six weeks of student
teaching. At that time 12 departments vequired ten weeks or more.
With increased emphasis on participating experience with adult and
young farmer classes and experience in teaching post-high school
technical agriculture, as well as experience ":.4 'veaching off-farm
agricultural occupations, it appears that tiw .:tudeat teaching period
will need to be lengthened, CT a part of this Graining made post-
bac.Alaureate.

Since it will be difficult to find student teaching centers
that can provide all desired experiences, it may be necessary for us



to send trainees to acme centers to obtain certain experiences and.to other centers to obtain other experiences. Hiltiple-nan depart-ments probably can best provide the experiences desired but nay notbe the best training centers particularly in states where most begin-ning teachers will not become associated immediately with multiple-x= departments. With heavy workload in the agriculture department,it would seem desirable for us as teacher educatore to do everythingpossible to increase greatly the number of multiple men departments.

-The targets that I have enumerated, in describing a new directionin avicultural education point to an expanded. program of vocationaleducation in agriculture and increased damn& on the part of teacher-education ittellities. Earollments in agricultural education willneed to be- greatly, expanded and we will need to develop propams forthe certification of special instructors varticularly 'for the post-high school, technical school programs. .Tbe new direction will greatly_increase the Iforkload, both at the -undergraduate and.' graduate level.-in our teacher training institutions. We will neectto add. staff endto retocil staff. Specialists fres other disciplines nay be valuableadditions to our agricultural education staffs in the retooling _pro-cess.

.To mumarize, it seems to me ihat we need. to take a good. lookinseach of our states at ow existing programs in vocational apicul-ture and ttacher education to determine the .extent to which they are.parallel to the new philosophies concerning American agriculture.Ve need to grettly develop our research, pilot study- and evaluationprograms to detendne the proper balance between production egricul-ture and training for ekoloyment in Off-farm agricultural occupations.We need to, care:6211y evaluate the curricula in agricultural educationand the .content of each of the c=ses included in the curriculum.
We rust greatly expand. our in=service training programs to teachersof -vocational agriculture both in the form of instructional programsawl the supplying of instructional materials, We ray need to draw
upon personnel free other disciplines to meet Arbure needs. Adultand young gamier programs Bust be greatly expanded. and more attentiongiven to post-higu sehool technical training roams. With thesechanges and increased enrollments, we can pkovide adequate personnelfor an expanding prop= in vocational education in agriculture.
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PHILOSOPHY, THEORY, AND PRACTICE IN AGRICULTURAL =CATION

Cayce C. Scarborough
Head, Department of Agricultural Education

North Carolina State University
1964

With such a title, this speech could take us everywhichaway.

Since we don't have time to go everywhichaway, perhapa we better set

some limitations. Better still, maybe we better try to bring to bear

about as much honesty as we can stand in stating what my hope is

for us here this morning. If you can add faith to my hope, maybe we

will get somewhere. Fbllowing some of the instructions we give our
graduate students, I will try to define my problem, maybe state the

hypothesis, test it, and as time permits, try to reach some conclu-

sions and maybe indicate some implications. Maybe I better stop the

analogy to a graduate research problem right here, before some of

you professors demand to question the candidate and all he has to

say:

Let's get right to the major point, while yau are still with

me. It is this: I suggest that we in Agricultural Education have
been long on practice and short on theory and_philosopla. A second

part of my basic argument, or hypothesis is that not only have we

been long on practice and short on philosophy and theory, but that

this is a ma or cause for most of our difficulties. Putting this

another way, I am suggesting that we have worshipped the ;Tactical

while ignoring or even belittling theory and philosophy. So, my

purpose is to build my case by trying to validate this argument by

actual cases from our history as well as our present situation.

Now, again trying to be honest, I do not erpect 100% agreement, but

you will do me a favor if you will see if my theory is sound and my

philosophy consistent.

By the way, the tern "Agricultural Education" is being used in

its more .L.Imited meaning; that is, at the secandary school level I

am talking about vocational agriculture, while at the college level

reference is to the program developed parallel with vocational agri-

culture. In other words, as was common in earlier days, I am speak-

ing laraely of "The Smith-Hughes Program". Later we will indicate

a larger use of the term Agricultural Edacatian, but for the present

we are speaking of the traditional programs growing out of the 1917

Act. We realize that this was not the beginning of education in ag-

riculture, but that is another story.

Perhaps ye should also be clear on how Mining the terms
"theory" and "philosophy", since we will not have time to explore
al: facets of these two broad terms. A theory helps explain a situ-

ation by close examination of the underlying causes. Thus, we are

able to unify scattered results or generalizations so that we can
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"make sense" out of a situation. When we are able to state a theory,
it is stated in a set of propositions. These propositions, ideally,
meet the following conditions: They must be (1) stated in terms of
exactly defined concerts, (2) consistent with one another, (3) exist-
iag generalizations could be deductively arrived, and (4) fruitfal -
show way to farther observations an& generalizations, thus Increas-
ing the scope of knoviledge. Therefore, constructimg a theory is nct
easy. It must be arrived at through creative achievement. lam
not suggesting that all of us should become theoreticians, but I
do believe that we could take time to see what theory underlies a
practice before we jump on the bandwagon of the latest practice be-
ing promoted for everYbody in Agricultural Education. Nbre later on
this requirement that everybody folllw the sane practice.

Now, haw am I usimg the term "philosophy"? I go way back to
S. tes form basic thought here. This philosopher said, "The un-

lel life is not worth living." So, philosophy includes a spirit
of inquiry. You may that a certain practice should be followed. But
I want to kpnwyte And. if you are, a philosopher, you do not accept
such an answvr as "Regulations". In fact, the rain reason that the
rhilosopher insists on examining things is to push toward ultimate
princiael, which, taken together, explains the total situation.
"Reality in totality", as the philosophers put tb. Again, I =not
suggesting that we all beam* philosophers in the full sense of the
word, but I do believe that we should btcome philosophic enough to
.try to see the situations In which we fie ourselves in a larger con-
text that we usually see them. Certainly, as educational leaders,
we can concern ourselves with causes, values, ends and philosophic
questions:

In using the wom "practice", I am following the dictionary defin-
ition: "Actual performance or application of knowledge; distinguished
from theory". The appropriate adjective is "practical".

Now that we have done the proftssorial jab of defining all the
terms in the title, we have nothing; left to do except get into the
body of our discussion - so here we go.

Practice

We have tended to take a good practice and. make it a doctrine.
In the process we have frequently lost the basic reason for the prac-
tice in the first pleze, namely, learrlai. The theory and the under-
lying philosophy of supervised pmctice would probably stand up under
any fair evaluation as sound educationally --not only for vocation-
al agriculture but for any other subject. However, by the time
we got through wita the practice as route for better learning, we
had made it the one and only route that anybody enrcaled in vocation-
al agriculture could take.

Tbe PEA developed as a supplemeat to vocational agriculture to
make the subject of agriculture a better learning situation for the
boys enrolled, adding to their development. But we nade it a ritusUstic,
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tight organization in which a boy could join only if he could recite
the creed and meet certain other requirements, inclading a few extra
local additions for good mnasure, all much more like a college fratern-
ity or a lodge than a supplement to a course in high school. For fear

that you think I am picking on the PEA and the high sChool program,
we did even worse in solidifying some recommended practices in the

area of adult education. If you will read almost any of the policy
bulletin, you will see adult and young Dimmer classes defined by
using the number of meetings as a rart of the definition. So, we

fimaIly came to the point that we defined adult education as "10 or
more meetings with 10 or more farmers". I mould smggest that this
does not necessarily have anything of any ccosequence to tell us about
adult education.

Now it would be nice to blame all of this on the "U. S. Office",
as we do many things. (If I mast be honest, I will admit that I

have done a fall share of this buck-prJsingt) However, in same
cases states have tended to make even more rigid sane of the policies

and practices recommended by the folks in thelj. S. Office. One ex-
ample will indicate that state leaders mast share some of the respon-
sibility for the over-instututionalization of sane of our programs.

In the old Policy Bulletin I (may it rest in peace!) was carried
same rather specific recammendations for scheduling time for the
high school classes. One of these editions listed five arrangements
for scheduling classes, suggesting that a state adapt same of these.
But when some of the states put out their own version, only three of
these alternative plans were listed and said that "any schedale must
follow one of the three".

Yes sir, we have institutionalized many of our practices, then
gone to great length to enforce the practice -- forgetting that the
rractice started as a ways and means to reach an objective of learning.

Lozens of studies and. hundreds of speeches and articles have
been made about attendance in adult classes taught by vo-ag teachers.
The main question has been, "How do I get 'em to come out and keep 'em

caming?". Most of these studies (?), speeches and articles have been
devoted to tricks of the trade or at best "How To..." approach. At
least one book has been written by an Agricultural Education Profes-
sor aa SuccessfUl Practices in Adult Educatian with the chapter head-
ings beginning with "How To...". In fairness to the author, he
says in his prefb.ce that the practices will implement "...the philo-

soPhical faLadations of adnit farmer educatian". Now the point here
is mot to be critical of the book on practices, but to decry the lack
of one on "Philosophical Ibundations of Adult Education". The author
of the book on practices has not seen fit to write one, neither have
I nor either have you. Fdrthermore, if you attempt it, the chances
are pretty good that Russ Gain will tell you that he could print it
tat he couldn't sell it. And I believe that he is a good judge of
what will sell to people in agricultural education.

The major point I wish to make here is that in all of our efforts
to find the answer to the attendance problem for adult classes, we
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have generally overlooked completely the fact that there is a consid-
erable body of THEORY of Participation. One summary of studies in this
area took 288 pages to provide a thumbnail sketch of these studies.
(Steele, 1962). It would seem that we in teacher education have also
been sticking so close to our knitting in agricultural education un-
til we have not taken time to see what is happening in other closely-
related fields. Still more important, thereby failing to understand
and use some of the basic theories and principles which would likely
give us a sounder basis for studying attendance at adult classes, for
example, than the successfUl practices approach.

How Theory Serves Practice'

Throughout history a distinction has been drawn between so-
called "men of action" and "men of thought". Presumably the same
distinction can be drawn between "societies of action" and "societies
of thought". America certainly belongs in the forrer category. We
pride ourselves on being "men of action"; we "get things done". We
build great cities, big bridges, long highways, enormous navies,
globe-girdling air forces, space-ships to other worlds. We produce
refrigerators, autatobiles, breakfast food., and cigarettes in wild,
wild profUsion. We do things. And we scoff a bit at "societies of
thought" -- Chine, Tibet, ancient Greece -- where men find reward
in thoughtful refLection. We are even a bit dubious of Western Plirope
for its loving attention to the intellectual tradition. And, finally,
we visit this doubt and suspicion upon our own intellectuals -- the
celebrated "eggheads" -- whom we condescendingly tolerate as necessary
"freaks" of society.

No wonder that, of the two, practice rides higher than theory
in most of what we do In America. "If there is a discrepancy between
theory and practice, but it won't work In practice," or "That looks
good on paper but it isn't practical," meaning thereby that the prac-
tical is the more trustworthy of the two and. should serve as the yard-
stick for measuring theory. It is true that practice does just this:
It checks and. verifies theory. When the Progressive educator develops
a theoretical idea like the "child-centered concept," for instance,
the teacher can try it out in the classroom to see if it works. What
he finds will condition his view of the concept.

But theory fUlfills this same function with regard to practice:
It "checks" and judges practice.

Always, whether we realize it or not, we are in the wocess of
testing our beliefs through our behavior and our behavior through our
beliefs. It is not so much that a particular practice specifies a

171;;;;;51"----anCleve, Philosophy and the American School, Houghton-Mifflin,
Boston, 1961.
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particular theory, or that a theory, on paper, specifies a particu-
lar practice. It is, rather, that theory and practice criticize one
another; they chedk and warrant one another. And. since it is thraugh
a continuous course of criticism that we find our way to a higher
order of activity, it is imperative to address ourselves, sooner or
later, to the matter of fundmnental theory.

Theory and philosophy

Every important human activity can be shown to have a basis in
theory, a centralizing idea of what it is all about, what it is try-
ing to do, and how it operates in human experience. Physicists have

their atomic theory. They can't actually see atoms or tell what they
are made of. Bat they can unke guesses (which is an informal term
for "hypothesis") and if these guesses help to explain or "rationalize"
(i.e. make rational or understandable) a large number of phenomena
which they can Observe then physicists say they have a tenable tenta-
tive theory of atams.

So likewise in education, there is a claim to theory, to the pos-
sibility of setting down general ideas which will explain and ration-
alize the various phenomena occurring in the educational enterprise.
And, generally speaking, the larger the range of phenamena accounted

for, the better the theory.

The troUble with extended theory-building, however, is that some
theories my be found to be incompatible with others. So we attempt

to organize the theories themselves into a meta- (super) theory, which,

in turn, seeks to harmonize, integrate, rationalize, and. explain all
the different conceptions wehave built up to this point. It is this

activity we call philosophy.

The educational philosopher seeks the single formula by whiCh

all human learning can be understood and managed, In this, he is
principelly engaged in the process of untacation, in the endeavw
to comprehend all that goes on in the educative process under a master
set of consistent ideas, so that if problems came up for which ready
answers are not available he can look to his theory for guides to prac-

tical action.

It is in this sense that 1 good theory is, as they say, the mmt
practical thing a man can have. A teacher who teaches b7 impulse,
like an aviator who flies by, the "seat of his pants" may conceivably
teach well, but when unexpected situations arise his actions are likely

to be flustered and. thin. With a well thought-out theory of philosophy
of education, an individual knows what he is doing and why. And. it

is when our practical conduct becomes more and more rational, i.e.,
increasingly subject to critical theory, that we say it becomes more

and more professional in character. The truly professional is the
individual who tempers and. relirects native impulse with a rational

theary. It is this which the study of philosophy can help to supply.
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Leadership

Some of the national leaders, or those in national offices in
Agricultural Education, have generally tended to be rather conserva-
tive in their outlook. For example, here are quotations of speeches
from two of these at regional canferences less than 10 years ago:

"I believe the only justification for establishing a de-
partment of vocational agriculture and employing one or
more teachers is to be able to meet the instructional
needs of farmers and their sons."

.K4H4.

"The degree to which progress in Agricultural Education
is safegmarded and fUrther developed, may determine in
large measure the outcome of this race for technological
supremacy. With the rapid increase of populations in
foreign countries, as well as our own, the very existence
of our people maybe at stake within the next 25 or 50
years, unless our agricultural progress keeps pace with
the times.

"At the present time, (1955) it is my opinion that one of
the most important safeguards for progress in agricul-
tural education consists in holding the line and in pre-
venting the progrmm from retrogressing or slipping back-
ward. This mmy sound very elementary to some, but for
most of us / am sure it will require carefUl planning,
cooperatian, leadership and a lot of bard work. Why do I
take this position? Simply because I have seen eviden-
ces on all sides for the past ten years or more, which
indicate a more or less natianidwide trend fOr the Nation-
al as ';gell as State levels to dilute, submerge, inte-
grate and lower the standards of vocations/ agriculture.
This has been manifested in various ways, such as:

1. Giving coLsideration to the idea of including train-
ing in "Rtlated Occupations" as one of the major db-
jectives of vocational agriculture under the pro-
visions of the Smith-Hughes Act.

2. Over-emphasizing professional training in educa-
tional subjects at the expense of training in
technical agriculture and ittrm mechanics. In
fact, I sometimes feel that so much emphasis is given
today to pedagogical subjects in aur teacher train-
ing program that same folks would prefer to have
an incorrect agricultural practice taught properly
and correctly than to have a correct agricultural
practice taught improperly. While neither alterna-
tive is desirable, if I had to make a choice between
the two, I would most assuredly choose tbe latter.
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"Finally, I say in all seriousness, and in the light of pre-
sent day trends, that unless we get together and re-dedi-
cate ourselves to the task of re-instating and maintaining
bona-fide vocational objectives and. standards which will
insure a farmer training program of which we can all be
proud, it will not be long until ear-marked ftmds (both

State and Federal) for vocational agriculture will be but a

pleasant memory."

Such expressions of leadership reminds one of the rather cyni-

cal definition of The Leader Who Bailed.: "He misunderstood. the past,

he miscalculated the present, and ignored the flature". Most of the

people in Agricultural Education are dedicated people. This is especial-

ly true of those in leadership positions. In fact, some of us have

an overdose of dedication. Now the trouble with an overdose of dedi-

cation is that it often leads to a doctrinaire attitude toward the

job that stands Tat on the status quo while assuming that he is put-

ting more into Agricultural Education than anyone else. It seems to

me that each of us is putting about the same, namely, our lives.

Another closely related characteristic of ours which needs some

fUrther study is our great concern for years of service. I do not

here refer to the practice of honoring a person upon reaching retire-

ment; this is an entirely different matter, in my opinion. I refer

to the practice of' mixing years of service in with dedication and. re-

warding a person for these as if this is always "good". If fact, a

comuon practice among us is to award certificates or keys to 30-year

men or 20-year men. I'm not questioning the awards, you can give a

certificate or key for any reason you wish. The objection is to the

implication that this is "good" for Agriculture/ Education as well

as for the recipient. I would suggest that this is another practice

that will not stand up under scrutiny. There is a reel possibility

that Agricultural Eaucation would have benefitted with fewer years

service of a particular recipient. Before you decide that I am
hard-hearted and cynical, permit me to say that in at least one
state, the sponsors of the 20-year key program requested that the

basis for awarding keys be changed to include some results in the

corn:amities where all these years of service were given.

Well, you. ask, "If you are so smart as well as cynical, what

sort of leaders do we need.?" Thank you for asking the question. I

will be glad. to try to answer it. This is not original with me,

but I like the Five Senses of' Leadership:

1. Sense of Perspective (Overview)
2. Sense of Direction (There are we going?)

3. Sense of Responsibility (De4sion-Making)
4. Sense of Confidence and Security (Rven in change)

5. Sense of HEEITy°71 need. your help)
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In a lighter vein, I like this one: "We don't need experienced
men as much as we need some who can do things that have never been
done before."

Apparently, one of the first qualities of a leader, especially
in these rapidly moving times, is to be able to develop new ways to
solve current problems. Often these current problems are basically
the same old problems but they are in new circumstances. This calls
for different approaches. The same ald solution which worked well
at another time will likely not meet the present needs. In fact,
an alnost certain recipe for failure in solving current problems is
to use out-datei ways and means. This is why the leader who insists
upon continuing on and on in the "tried and true" ways soon becomes
.a protector of the past rather than a leader of the present.

A second quality of a leader seems to be that of developing
"the art of the possible." By this is meant to "see" what is possible
in a given situation. This means combining theory and practice.
Understanding what "should be" is an essential first step. This is
necessary so that the leader will be operating at the highest level.
Start here, not with "the facts." The second step calls for a real-
istic look at "what is." The realleader then combines the ideal
with the practical in arriving at the best possihle solution.

Still another qmslity of a leader is that of seeiag the poteatial
in others. He looks for potential more than past record. He sees
the person in the job ahead rather than emphasizing past accomplish-
ments. Nbt how long he has served, or evga haw well, but what are
the prospects for the years ahead? Some people in leadership poai-
tions lack this quality. Sometimes it is said that they are poor
judges of people. They cannot visualize how a person will do in a
given situation. This is particularly difficult If it is a job dif-
ferimg from the one in which the person has experience. YOr example,
when a teacher of agriculture becomes a supervisor, the qualities
which made hima good teacher nay not be the same as those which are
needed to be an effective supervisor.

A leader of today must possess the quality of respect for the
other fellow. No leader can do it all, in any organivation. He
will not see ways of using ideas of others in arriving at decisions
of importance to the poup unless he has respect fbr indillduals in
the group. The leader must remember that assuming a posit.lon of
leadership (supervisor, chairman, etc.) does not automatically make
him a leader. The status position of leader will sustain him for a
while, but he must possess some qualities of leadership if he is to
prevail as a leader.

Many other qualities are needed to be a leader, one other will
be mentioned here. He must be able to lcok ahead. TO see how things
will be in the future is not easy. It is not really possible, of
course, tat the real leader must be able to make a good estimate.
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II' he is not able to see any fUrther than anyone else, he fails to
be the needed leader. This takes broad understanding of all the
pertinent factors affecting the group of which he is the leader.

Our policies have tended to make us look to ourselves for all
of our resources and exchange of ideas. Ibr example, pert of the
rehnbursenent requirement for enrolling in many programs has kept

the flock highly selected. This reminds me of the old Puritan Verse

which read,
We are the chosen few.

All other wil.l be dame.
There is no roam in Heaven fbr you.

We can't have Heaven crammed.

Instead of isolating and insulating ourselves, I believe that
we should try to involve others in vocational education at every
possible mortunity. Especially should we look to the basic areas
of sociology, philosophy, economics and psychology for much needed

help. Cnly in psychology have we tried to secure help, and moSt of
that was probably due to certification requirements. In our own

case, we have received invaluable help from Professor Selz Mayo in
Rural. Sociology. Not only in helping us learn haw to do community
study, but helping us develop with our students, undergratuate as well
as graduate, a "research approach" to their work that has been of
great help to this, regardless of the area of educational leadership
they have pursued. We in Ag Ed just simply cannot do everything
that gust be dane in these days.

Haw Do We Teacher Educators Use Philosophy, Theory, and Practice?

If I am honest, I must admit my bias 11=e in saying that we have
ntt gone as far out in our emphasis on practice as have our co-workers
in other areas of Agricultural Education. Perhaps even if this is
to be considered "good", it may have happened more as a result or cir-
cumstances than by any special intent on our part. Most of us have

been in graduate school at the doctoral level. This means that we
have spent a cansiderable number of hours in the stacks of some of the
best libraries in the country, whether we wanted to or not. With
all that reading, it is to be expected that we would come up with
some ideas not held. by those whose work has caused them to go places

other than the library. / suggest that if there is anything at all
to advanced graduate work, that this difference should be present and
evident in our work. Otherwise, why go to graduate school in the
first place, if it makes no difference in you and your work?

However, as indicated elsewhere in this paper, me ,c,anding
theory does not automatically result in implementing in terns of
practice. So, again tryimg to be honest as well as yhilosophical,
I must ad:6dt that we too have leaned heavily upon practice, tried and
true, even at times without examination of the theory and philosophy
tuiderlying the practice. We have been particularly slow to change



a practice which has served well through the years. May I remind us
of a few of these, even though it would be more pleasant to leave
these sacred cows alone. The specific question is, how well do we
make use of theories of change in making changes within our own areas
of teacher education? Let's take a few specific examples.

Let's look at the theory of paanned change. How well do we func-
tion in the role of change agent on our campuses as we seek to secure
needed changes in the Ag Ed Curriculue Are we aware of all phases
of social action involved in making changes? Do we know who the
legitimizers of proposed programs are? Do we know haw to actively
involve people at their level of participation in making the proposed
changes? Speaking of curriculum and change, haw much as the Ag Ed
.Curriculum changed in the past 10 years? How different is student
teaching now than when you were a studkent teacher? We talk a lot
about change, but it is frequently how the ag teacher of agriculture,
or -- but not too frequently do we look in the mirror with the Ag Ed
prognmn. In our own professional improvenent, how do we rate? If
you feel that my argument for more theory is sound, how well are we
equipped to deal with the following:

Role Theory

Self-Concept Theory

Vocations/ Maturity Theory

Theory of Participation
Theory of Group Development
Theory of Social Action

An honest confession means that I must admit a preponderance of
little jobs that take too much time, but seemed to be important to
somebody who seems important to ne. You may have similar difficulties.
But at least we could resolve to read Educational Theory, Harvard Ed-
ucational Revieil Teachers College Record, Research Journals, as well
as our awn Ag Ed Magazine and AVA Journal. I maybe wrong, but I
believe that if anyone is to keep some philosophy and theory in Ag-
ricultural Education, it will be the teacher educators' responsibility.

What Is Me Bature of Agricultural Education?

Trying to apply the basic theory of change to a program so close
to us is not easy. We get a feeling that a change is bad. That
we will lose by changing. "Stand up for Vo Ag" and "Don't Let 'Elm
Push Us Around" seems to be the thought of same. Only recently/
heard a state leader express this by saying that he didn't mind work-
ing with other areas but he didn't vent the others to think that ag
was being submissive. Well, this is one view, but I believe that it
is a view that will get us nothing except a back seat -- if any seat
at all in future educational programs. I sdbscribe to the theory
that if we are to be part of the future that we must deliberately
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see ourselves in the future4, ,5hrthermore, that this,projection will

id all probability be in a_quite different setting, ,To me, it is

not realistic,to admit readily that.agriculture and education have,

are, and will be changing very rapidly, yet to expect vocational ag-

riculture -- part agriculture, part education -- to remain the sane.

I do not believe that this would be desirable even if possible, which

I:doUbt. So I believe that we must force ourselves to became philoso-

phic enough to "sit back and take ,an objective loOk at the past,

present and SUture in education and agriculture and see where vocation-

al agriculture did, is, and will fit into the rdcturer To do this,

I suggest_we must be able to get,rid_of,the trappings first, the

sideshaws next, so that we can then really examine whatis under the

big:tent of vocational agriculture as an educational progrmm. If

youdannot rid'yourself of .!-.17.,e trappings, or even admit that there

are.trappings, thenlau can't follow ne here. If you consider every-

thing ,we do as important, essential, and necessary to an educational

program, then you will stick with the ship, either going downidth

it;or sailing triumthantly in theharbor proving that same of us are

falsesprophets.

Let me try to use a few examples or Cases to try to illustrate

what I am thidking. Only a few years ago the North Carolina State

Y.M.C.A. served a very wide and. valuable service on the campus. The

"Y" was the center of student activities frompre-orientation through

mop-up after graduation. The only long-distance telephone service

vas handled by the "Y". In the early days, the "Y" secretary helped

coach some of the varsity sports. A few years ago came the Student

Macon, taking over much of the work of the "r. The college admin-

istration took over many other responsibilities, suph as self-help

program. (In fact, an Assistant "Irt Secretary was moved aver to the

college administration to carry an some of his same activities.)

you know the story; it happened on many campuses. Some thought that

the "Y",was finished. Had its day. Mbst of the activities had 'been

A6;aken over by others. This could have happened, but we were fortunate

in.having leadership that could see the "Y" in a new role. In,factl

if ytu dOuld visit the "/" now, you would probably agree that it is

nolufkinctioning more as a Y.M.C.A. than in the previous years with

so,many varied and encompassing things to do. IncidentallY, to indi-

cate the still changing dynamic nature of such a program, the "Y"

started a mach needed International Student program which will soon

be taken over as a college fUnction. In fact, you could conclude

that the successful "7" progrtun is one that develoPs a good thing and

turns it over to the college to continue to operates

The next illustration comes from the btsiness world. In Wilson,

North Carolina, there is a company called The Hackney Body Works, a

prosperous company for many years. Same of you older farm or agri-

business boys (agri-4usinessis nothing new) will remember that the

first time you ever saw the word "HOMEY" was on the side of a wagon.

They sold wagons all over the country. They're still in business but

they don't sell many wagons anymore. The last time I was there the
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big business items were bus bodies and refrigerated trucks. If
they can keep their leadership looking ahead, you younger folks will
probably have the opportunity to purchase a HACKNEY MOON BUGGY one of
these days. You see, they are in the body business for transportation
- not the wagon or bus business as such.

The other illustration I want to give is in vocational agricul-
ture. There were five departments of vocational agriculture in a
rural county- These depaxtments had beet a major part of the high
school program in these schools for many years, practically all the
boys enrolling for one or more years during their high school days.
Adults were enrolling in all of the departments. Considerable pride
seamed to be held for these programs. About five years ago these
five schools were consolidated into one high sdhool. The teachers
.of agriculture played an important role in the consolidation move-
ment, working with the adults in their respective communities in mak-
ing the change to the larger school. Considerable commanity study
was made by these teachers. They also rut forth much effort to de-
velop a dynamic five-man department of vocational agriculture im the
new school. A visit to the new department would seem to reveal clear-
ly that a good jdb had been done. Through specialization, the teach-
ers felt that they were all better teachers than in the separate
schools Where they did all the teaching in all areas. Veil, to make
a long story short, within the few years already past, the five
teachers became four, the four teachers became three, now they are
two. Mmy reasons for this, and this is not the place to discuss
them. The major point of the story is that this rapid reduction of
teachers has happened with little or no protest from anyone in the
school district, I could safely predict that if one of the teachers
in one of the schocSs before consolidation had been dropped that a
protest would have been heard all the way to the state capital. In
thct, we have bad just sudh cases in previous yeard. But in the new
setting they slipped away practically unnoticed.. To me, the moral
to the story for our :purposes here is that we as leaders were not able
to help develop as important a place in the new settimg as the teach-
ers of agriculture held in the old setting. Of course, there is the
possibility that this could not be done, but obviously it wasn't.

would like to use these illustrations as a basis for an anal-
ogy for us in our discussion here this morning about the future of
vocational agriculture. / believe that it has a future only to the
extent that we can re-orient our thinking to really "see" an import-
ant educational role in the fUture and. help others see this too. Of
course, I do not know what this fdture will be. However, I believe
that some reasonahle projections can be made if ve can be fairly ac-
curate with some of the assumptions upon which the projection is made.
I believe that this is the basic theory of any projection.

First, I believe that the story of the Y.M.C.A.. on the coIlege
campus is a sound analogy here. That is, I believe that vocational
agriculture mill have a smaller place in the high school program of
the fUture. Smaller with respect to number of teachers and nuMber
of students, and certainly in the number of departments. However/
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let me hasten to add that "smaller" does not mean of less importance.
Again using the example of the "Y", one could easily make a case

that much of what the "Y" is now doing is of more importance than
some of the service activities performed in previous years. It

seems clear to me that voaational agriculture did try to do more than

was possible to do adequately all through the years. Certainly other

sorts of vocatiowal education will be made available where only vo-
optimist, %%grim', twro AnA porbstpq home Anohotrics has been nude avail-

able before. We might even see someone else get interested in help-
ing high schoa students develop their ability in speaking or in
parliamentary procedure, so that the ag teacher would not be compelled.

to do it. One of the needed educational services we might take on
would be helping the farmer who is not making a good living to find
his way to developing some abilities needed. to supplement his income

from off-farm sources.

New Concepts

Some of us will need to get friends in other areas to help us
take a new look at Agricultural Education and Vocational Education.

It will not do to patch up the old concept and. call it new. We

need some new concepts. We cannot develop these if we spend all of
our energy fighting defensive ta.4tles, particularly ir these battles

should be only minor skirmishes. Again, I insist that some philosoph-

ical. thittking and study of theory becomes necessary. This is why I

say that such thinking may come from outside our own group. Par ex-

ample, take a look at Mita 11 Wiles, national leader in curriculum anis
administration. The following illustrates his thinking in the area

of vocations/ education.

VOCAMONAL EDUCATION FCR ALL*
Start With Purposes of People Rather T.Iraz.: With The Jobs

It is tim for those planning secondary school curricula to cut

to the heart of the problem and. redefine vocational education, even
though in the process many current beliefs and prejudices will be

chalenged.

The definition should. be very simple. Courses used "i$tudent
tommare for an occu.:.tion should be considered vocational educa-

tion. The difficulty has arisen when attempts have been made to class-

I.* courses on the basis of jobs rather than student goals. Training

programs for a few occupations in agriculture, business, and industry

have been prepared, and, these have been designated. as vocational.
What about the thousands of other jobs that American youth will enter?

They, too, are vocations. The courses in which youth develop r"ompeten-

cies to use in these positions are vocational also. It is obviously
impossible to start with the jobs and prerare and present training
programs leading to each without endless duplication. The only feasible

* Wiles, Kimball, T.........L....ihe'ccalSLINT..111112AglEIESE.E1611.1212.221..
Prentice-Hall, Englewood LIAM, New Jersey, 19 3.
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way to start classification of courses as vocational is in terms of
the purposes of the pupil and to so classify them on the individual's
program rather than in the curricular organization of the school...

Vocational education for a given student consists of the courses
a student chooses to fl.zrther his vocational. objectives., Under this
approach, vocational education should be a re.guired. part of each

il's ro iLjn_3La._.1ta lual to meet his purposes... If
this concept of vocational education were accepted, Duch of the bicker-
ing and argument that have developed between vocational and general
education would be eliminated.

Under this concept of vocational, education, the curricUlum is
divided into tto major Sections general education (reqUired of all)
and specialization. Specia/ization consists ofvocational and avOca-
tional.* Some of you will nOt agree with me,. but I believe that we'
are putting too much hope in Agricultural OccUpations as the solver
ofall of our prOblems. My guise is that for the teenager the idea
of aading'cither agricultural OCcuPations tO fa:nit* as-his goal-in
adult life will bring on more'Probleis -instead of'fewer.'.-This
dead.-end. street as a specific trai:ning objectilie; jUst. the Same as
farming. (Bear in mind. noW, :that ,'we are..talling'06ift--the;:teeziager.,
not the adult.) Maybe the AgriCultural OcCuiiitioniL'offer'e. litié
wider street -- neybe even an avenue .7.7 but still dead-end for the
young teenager insofar as selecting an 'agricultural occupation for
his life's work. Why? 'Because it is contrary to sound theory for
a 14-year old to choose an occUpation for life: If you don't believe
this, go to your library and read 'all you canfind on vocational
maturity, vocational development, occupational choice, and career
patterns.

Now I please understand that this is not an argument against
the idea of including Agricultural. Occupations other than farming in
teaching programs and supervised practice. This is a great addition
and is in agreement with my understanding of the theory of vocational
developnent and maturity. But the study and practice in all Agricul-
tural Occupations including %ming at the early teenage level is
largely exploratory as to occupational choice. Such study also serves
as an excellent way of learning the application of many principles
-- science, math, econcmiics, etc., heretofore largely confined to a
sometimes dull classroom.

My I suggest an underlying reason that we find ourselves in
this dilemma, is the well-intended but overworked use of' the term
"fUture". Of course, we should be interested in the fliture, that's

* Wiles, Kimball, The Changing Curriculum of the American High School.
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliff's, New Jersey, 1963.
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all I can see that we have before us. W philosophy includes the
notion that educational programs should "look to the future". How-

ever, this does not mean that everything we do now with a 14-year
old boy in school is dependent upon what he will be doing as an adult

20 years from now. I believe that you will agree with this. Yet,

many leaders interpreted the major -- and to same the only -- objec-
tive of vocational agriculture as preparation for life as a farmer.
Stepping in once more where angels fear to tread, I mould suggest
that the name Fixture Farmer gets us in txouble before we ggt started.

Why tie our hands with that title "ftture"? There is no need of

naming the Science Club a Fixture Scientist Club. If you can't came

up with a more dynamic name, why not settle for Taain old Science

Club. If you must have something fancy, call it the !tom Busters.
But don't label it Fhture Atom Busters. Some of you have Collegiate
Fixture Farmers of America Chapters, but I suggest that you have a
difficult time explaining this name to anyone on your campus who
does not already know what it is. What I am arguing for is a closer

look at the theory of vocational maturity and development and bring-
ing our programs in line with these findings. This would mean more
"here and now" in all programs and less of the "sweet bye and bye"
--more existentialiam, if you insists Appaying this idea to our

present structure for vocational agriculture in the four high school

grades, the emphasis would look something like this:

9th Grade - Introduction to Vbcations
Understanding the world of work and
self-attitude toward work, includimg
individual projects

10th Grade -Agricultural Occupations
Including supervised practice

llth Grade - Agricultural Science and Tech-
nology, including supervised practice

12th Grade -Agricultural Business and Tedh-
nology, including supervised practice

In the area of adult education, I believe that we must get into
the business in a larger way, or get out. Other groups are getting
into adult education, Tutting the time, effort and support in it, when

many of our progrmns still make adult education a fringe activity,

usually after a fhll work day for the teacher. I have always had

difficulty understanding why some of our leaders were so cancernea
that we enroll only those who were planning to farm, yet have so
little concern for those already farming. I believe that an Ag teach-

er needs to have one-half or more of his working hours officially
devoted to adult eaucation if he is to do any at all.

The local program of vocational agriculture will be a part of a
formally planned local program of vocational education. A Local Plan
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will be the official tie between the state and local similar to the
State Plan bridgimg the State and national.

What about the nA in years ahead2 Same have said that I am op-
posed to the HA. This is nct the case. / was born too soon to be
in FFA when I had viz/ four years of vocational agriculture.. However,
as a teacher, the FFA was the vehicle I used to rehdbilitate one vo-
ag department. / am convinced that FFA actiTities have served to
Doen doors" formally boys. However I believe we have aatarown the
need for the blue jacket and many of the contests. Sane argue that
these are our best means of pdblicity, the "show window" for vocatian-
al agriculture. I agree. However, I do not believe that it is the
picture we want to give to the public. The idea of a uniform and
litualistic fraternity-like initpations must go. These thingn are
symbols of selectivity, with a trace of sndbbishness. If we really
believe what we say when we say that the PEA is an integral part of
vocational agriculture, then it must lose its exclusiveness and in-
clude automatically every person (boy and gitl) enrolled in vo-ag
without memorizing the creed, going through what is frequently a
rough initiation.

This will take time. Such changes may never occur. Apparently
same would prefer to see the FFA die and be laid cut la the blue jack-
et rather than make any changes. In the meantime, I believe that
innediate steps need to be taken to loosen the grip on the FFA organi-
zatian at the national, state and local level. I contend that the
present setup prevents the 37A organization from being the boy organ-
ization that we seem to like to say that it is. I will not take time
to document this dhange, but ycu can do this if you are interested
by looking at the national constitution, and the membership of the
national FTA boards. Not even one teacher of agricmlture serves on
these. One other interesting point is revealel in the document pre-
pared by the National FFA OfTice for National FFA Officers.1 As I
read it, this nullifies muCh of the notion that our top FFA boys are
leaders and thinkers. fte suggestions in this document include direc-
tions for everything except "Don't spit on the floor". May I quotg
two suggestions from this page document for Nhtional FA Officers?

"Avvid philosophizing when you are speaking 'by not using the
phrase think'. Talk about your ftaming program, accomplishments
of outstanding 37A members, or other topics of greater interest to
those to Whom you axe talking."

1 A Handbook for National PEA Officers. Printed by the Nhtional
Ibture Farmer, 1963.

2 rb d
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"Stay out of arguments that are controversial, especially when
the topics relate to farm issues, government policies, political
issues, racial situations, etc. (You have been informed as to how
to discuss or avoid situati(is of this nature.)"

To make these points even more interesting, the booklet closes
with Edwin Markham's wonderfhl lines, "In vain we build the world,
unless the '.)uilder also grows."

My contacts ar.nns irirosIllm nunbmr n-P rwhirmsal nfgicprs ovemr

the past 30 years cause me to say that such suggestions are useless

if not insulting. As a group, these young men are better able to
meet and ta/k with people on issues of the day than are same of us.
This effort to control the conduct of these top leaders is another
indication of the fallacy of the claim that this is a boy organiza-

tion. In fact, these national officers are not helpless boys but

are young adults in the prime of life and fully capable of looking

after themselves. One wonders if the fear is for the FFA as an in-

stitution as seen by the National ITA office.

The role of the supervisor will change, I hope, so that his
major fUnction will be that of serving as a resource person for
local people planning their programs of vocational education. He

will no longer consider himself as "head of all agricultural education
in the state", supervisor and evaluator of it all. This will not be

necessary when adequate communication is available to others concerned.

Let me mention the national level, and close with a look at
teacher education. I believe that if Agricultural Education is to
continue in any sense as we have known it, there must be better com-
munication from the U. S. Office to all those in state leadership
positions in the field. That is, if the U. S. Office wants to have

any part in Agricultural Education programs out in the states. It
is inconceivable to me that anyone would hope to serve in a national
leadership role with as little means of communication as has existed
during the past several years. Even those on the nailing list from
Washington get very little communication of consequence other than

the formal, legal documents. No newsletters, notes of information,

or any other efforts toward communication. Thrthermore, most of us

in this audience aren't on the mailing list anyway. This might not
be a major calamity, but the Men from Washington do drop by to see us

as they are in the states, frequently wanting to see the Dean or some-

one else at the college and it would make it a little easier to know

about their plans before they got there.

Now for a searching look at us in teacher education in the years

ahead. I see us changing from Professors of Agricultural Education
to Professors of Vocational Education or Professors of Education --
or, if you please, just Professors, assigned to whatever area of teach-.

er education is our specialty. If we can become more research-minded,
I believe that our field work will increase and that we may become
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mach closer to the teachers and local administrators of vocational
education in the field. Pilot programs and. other developmental pro-
grams will necessitate closer association. By the way, in our in-
terest for better and more sophisticated research (both of which we
need) I hope that we do not get the statistical sophistication at
the expense of directional, research; yes, even philosophical research,
with which I know some of you will not agree. By the way, as im-
portant as research is and as much as we need. to try to overcome the
glinpuufvfl 11001 ant tirrivigh the yoors, I would remind you that no amount
of research can "tell. us what to do". Research cannot solve problems
of this type. This is a human problem. A creative problem. A prob-
lem for leaders. "What should we do?" is a philosophical question.

The undergraduate curriculum in Ag Ed will be more flexible.
You will abandon the intriguing but impossible idea that "everyone
must get something in everything in agriculture". Specialization
or concentration will not only be permitted but encouraged. All Ag
Ed courses will be problem-centered and. research-oriented. Student
teaching will be reduced in the four-year programs to carefUlly select-
ed experiences, and. a 5th year of paid internship will be developed,
probably a "li- plus 1" type of program similar to the MAT programs al-
ready developed. Some of us will become the Clinical Professors that
Conant and. others are talking about.

A rapidly developt-kg role for teacher education in all areas of
vocational education is to develop graduate programs at the masters
and doctoral level for further developing leadership for the rapidly
Expanding vocational-technical programs at the post-secondary level.
I believe that this is a team job and cannot be done by any one of
the old. branches of vocational education. I believe that my own
graduate program would have been better with less Ag Ed. This is not
a criticism of any of my Ag Ed professors at any of the three insti-
tutions where I did graduate work. In fact, pictures of four of
these professors plus my two ag teachers when I was in high school
make up my "Ag Ed Hall of Fame" in rot. office. You will be interested
to know that I heard Dr. Hamlin say that he was glad that he got his
doctorate before they had one in Agricultural Education: More and
more I believe that we will be calling upon the :sociologists, psychol-
ogists, economists, and others to help us develop the leadership we
desperately need for research, development, and teaching in ill areas
of vocational education.

To make such programs available to more able and deserving
people, we will have fl.inds for as many graduate assistantships the
year-round as we can secure able people. Ours will be more like some
other areas, illustrated, by a note from the University of Illinois
where more than 400 graduate students were enrolled in agriculture,
60 percent of them receiving financial support from Experiment Station
Rinds. Now, finally, we have some similar Minds for research, develop-
ment and training in vocationial education. I hope that we can learn
how to use them effectively. I have some concerns on this point.
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Finally, I believe same of you younger men -will be preparing
papers on Philosophy, Theory, and Practice in Agricultural Educa-

tion. Ten years from now I believe that there will be more papers
published on the subject than there has been in the last ten. It
is my hope that this paper might serve as a beginning of a continuing
dialogue on the place of philosophy, theory and Tractice in Agricul-
tural and Vocational Education. If so, then Russ Guin will see the
possibility of a book in this field, same of you will want to write
it, and we will have a solid base from which to develop effective ed-
ucational programs in a dynamic changing and challenging future. If
we cannot do this, then we will find ourselves as teachers as did the

old schoolmaster in this old, yet appropriate verse:

"Greeting his pupils, the master asked:
What would you learn of me?

And the reply came:
How shall we care for our bodies?
How shall we rear our children?
Haw shall we wrk together?
How shall we live with our fellowmen?
How shall we playl
For what ends shall we live?

And the teacher pondered these words, and
sorrow was in his heart, for his cwn learniag

touched not these things."

-Anonymous
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TEACHER =CATION - MORROW

S. S. Sutherland
Chairman, Department of Agricultural Education

University of California, Davis
1963

We have at our University a program in which certain rrofessors
are invited to speak before student groups and to give what is called
"his last lecture on earth". I have preparea my presentation to you
this morning somewhat in this climate since, according to your custom,
ycu seldom if ever invite anyone tO appear before you twice. There-
fore this should, in reality, be my last lecture to this group. I
should like, in the time. alloted to me, to do two things this morning;
first, to view with same alarm a situation which hkas same implica-
tions for teacher education in agriculture today, and to take a look
at tomorrow and the challenges it should bring to those of us who
have the responsibility for preparing teachers of agriculture for
our public schools.

Not long ago in California we acquired a new Chief of the Div-
ision of Instruction in the State Department of Education, and our
State Director of Vocational education thought it would be good or-
ientation for him to visit some departments of vocational agriaul-
ture in our high schools to see the kind of instruction that was be-
ing done. An itinerary was arranged. An entire day was set aside
for this and several departments were visited. Imagine the chagrin
of the State Director when, in not one of these departments, did
they see a single case where the teacher was teachiag; where they saw
any formal instruction in agriculture. Not a single aLass: Planning
for sone EUture Farmer activity, yes; doing many of the little chores
which occur around the department, certainly; but no teaching. I'll
confess I don't know to Oat extent this is a problem in other states,
but I'm convinced that in our state many of our teachers really don't
spend much time in teaching.

There was a time when I was convincea that our agriculture teach-
ers, in general, were the best teachers in the school; thrt they used
the most progressive methods, in the very best sense of that word;
that in the use of problem-solving procedures, the use of community
resources, the fine utilizatian of the supervised farming programs
and the indtvidual instruction that accompanied themptheir personal
knowledge of eaeh boy and his home situation, and their sincere in-
terest in teaching agriculture, they were really ahead of the parade.
In proof of this,- I have heard school administrators in meetings where
the problems of preparing high school teachers were being discussed
stand right up in the meeting and say: "Your problem is very simple;
just train all your teachers the way they train teachers in vocatiorv-
al agriculture."
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I'm led to wonder if today we can say that axr aviculture teach-
ers are the best in the school, ana say it with the same confidence

that we could ten and twenty years ago. I wonder if, indeed, our
teachers spend as much time as they once did planning, arranging for,

and actually teaching; if formal instruction in agriculture and in-

divldual on-farm instruction looms as large in importance in the eyes
of the teachers as it once did; if, in relation to other teachers in

our schools, they use as modern methods as the teachers now of math-

ematics, science and languages. As you well know, w4thin +he Inn+

decade, we have had hundreds of thousands cf dollars expended for im-

proving the teachers of biology. Similarly, extensive assistance

has been given to improving the teaching of mathematics, social stud-

ies, foreign languages. Naw, as a result of these vast projects, we

have language laboratories, improved facilities for science teaching,

special institutes for upgrading teachers of foreign language, math
and science, and coincidentally with this, mach use in the academic

sdbjects of team teaching, coordinate teaching, teaching machines,
closed circuit television, ungraded classes, and other modern tech-

niques.

Now the question arises "What have we done to improve instruc-
tion in agriculture as compared with what hasbeen done in these

other subjects?" I submit that the agriculture classroom and equip-
ment today look much the sane as those of twenty and even thirty

years ago. We even have some of the same charts on the walls. We

use much the same teaching methods. Oh, I realize that the slide

projector, the moving picture projector may supplement the textbooks
and bulletins that we once used; that our high schoa texts, our
state and federal bulletins, are certainly improved, but it just

seems to me that we are falling behind the parade in adopting some

of the good teaching procedures of our colleagues; or, if not lagging,

at least we are losing our leadership.

Now let me add another dimension in the same pessimistic mood,

and that's the dimension of time. I'm Xst old-fashioned enough to
think that the first job of a teacher of vocational agriculture is
to teach, and to teach agriculture. /'m just not too sure that the
typical teacher spends as much time as he might in this rewarding

-tIvity. I don't know what the situation is in other states, but -

California we never drop any activity once it has been accepted

our teachers of vocational agriculture. As a result, we have the

etate final judging contest and two other contests that are almost

statewide in nature, and in these contests we have the judging of
livestock, dairy, poultry, mdlk, entomology, agronomy, two farm
mechanics contests, land judging, vegetable crops judging and tree

judging. These are agricultural contests -- but this is just the be-

ginning. In addition, we have a cooperative quiz contest, public

speiking contests, local, regional and state; a parliamentary pro-
cedure contest, a supervised farming contest, various foundation
award contests, local parent and son banquets, field days, fairs,
local and regional officers' training canferences, regional and
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state conventions. Indeed, one wonders when our teachers find the

time to teach. Lest my attitude be misunderstood, I want to make it
crystal clear that I believe each of these activities has a real

value; a real educational value. They contribute materially to the

development of agricultural leadership. I subscribe to the tenet,
or to the principle, that the curriculum of the school is all of the
activities which that school provides for its students, but I also
believe that there is sach a thing as balance and I'm just afraid
that, in many schools, we have a very large tail wagging a very amall

dog. So much for today.

As I have listened and participated in the planning of expanded
vocational education programs which may be implemented as the result
.of new federal funds, there appear to be certain principles or guide-
lines which may have an important effect upon agricultural education
ia the fUture and upon teacher education as well.

1. Additional funds apparently will go to th..-Ise forms of vocational
education and to those subject fields in which there is a demi-
strated need for expanded occupational preparation.

2. Additional money will not be forthcoming automatically to support
present programs of vocational education in agriculture already
established and. underway.

3. With the possible exception of minimal allotments to thse al-
ready established programs, federal ffixnds accruing to the states
will no longer be earmarked for specific sdbject fields as has
been the practice in the past.

The lines of demarcation between the agencies as we have known
them will doubtless be less distinct and. may disappear entirely.
So, likewise, there nay be less distinction between whether in-
struction be agriculture, business, distributive education,
industrial education, or what-have-you, the Important thing be-
ing that it be vocational education and preparation for an oc-
cupation in which there is a dmonstrated. need for such prepara-

tion.

If these come to pass, let us look for a moment at their possible
implications for the teacher education in agriculture. It seems evi-
dent to me that one obvious inference that can be drawn is that the
teacher of the fUture will need be trained first as a vocational
educator and secondly as an agricultural edueator; that the single
teacher of vocational agriculture in the srall rural high school,
the general practitioner, will in the future need to be trained to
orgInizel develop and. supervise work experience, not only in off-
farm agricultural occupations, but maYbe ia other occupations, in
addition to providing the usual type of vocational educatiaa in
agriculture for those who would farm. This general practitioner, as
I choose to call him, must probably-be trained to recruit, train and
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to assist lay teachers of adult classes; be prepared to handle larger

classes of high school students and still do his job of teaching and

of supervising practice activities; be able to utilize more lay as-

sistance; be prepared and trained to work as a team with other voca-

tional educators in business, distributive and industrial educatian

in his school. In short, he should be a generalist in his technical

knowledge and a spmcialist as a vocational educator, who calls upan

and utilizes persons with special skills the same as does the general

practitioner in medicine. Also, he must be trained to think in terms

of curricular matters and curricula, as well as in terms of his own

courses in agriculture.

In fact, we have too long overlooked the obvious truth that the

real stumbling block which prevents and has prevented many of our

lawer ability students fram profiting fram their studies in agricul-

ture, ard. fram becomdng really employable, is the inability of many

of them to read, write and do simple arithmetic. Why haven't we

recognized this and trained our teachers to team up with other teach-

ers in organizing special classes to remedy this?

In tile field of research, an immediate study needs to be done

in terms of the statement made by Benjamin Willis at the national sem-

inar last summer when he said, and I quote, Ne don't know enough about

the aptitudes and interests of today's children and young people with

little academic persuasion. We often vlew them as strangers ia our

midst." In this connection, do we know and can we determine what

the lower IQ limit is for the student that we are attempting to pre-

pare for the job of operating and managing a modern fare I note,

in the last issue of the Vocational Journal, that in business education

they're setting this at 90 to 94 IQ, and you and I both know we have

plenty of students in our classes today wham we are trying to prepare

for agriculture, and who are below this standard. Another related

problem: what is there in the literature, what is there in the studies

in educational psychology, that will give us some leads as to the

special methods which should be used in dealing with these lower ap-

titude students? This is information that we are going to need, and

need sorely, as we move into dealing with youths and adults with

special needs, the handicapped and the underachievers.

Now let us turn for a moment from the professional needs of

these teachers, and. take a look at their technical preparation. How

are we going to obtain people with the preparation needed to teach
specialized courses at the high school level in the fields of ornament-

al horiticulture, nursery work, forestry and simdlar fields? What

technical preparation will be needed and how can we provide it for

teachers at the post-high school level who will handle programs for

the highly specialized training of technicians and for the many

service occupations? If, as has been charged, teacher education in
agriculture has lost its growing edge and. has settled down into a

comfortable rut, it appears to me that we are liable to be shaken

aut of this rut rather rudely as we look toward the challenges of
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the future. As we see these new challenges, it appears to me that
we may also expect to find ourselves in an entirely different climate
in the cdlleges and universities in which we work. Already, one can
sense a trend toward fewer courses in educaUon; a climate which
places more emphasis upon subject preparation and less upon "methodol-
ogy"; higher institutional requirements in the field of general edu-
cation for our teachers; more emphasis upon= extended period of
directed teaching and less dependence upon formalized courses and
methods; a phas4,1e, out of the practical prceuction classes in agricul-
ture and sdbstituting for them more courses which are essentially ap-
plied biology and applied economics. One might be led to vonder
whether the environnmnt provided by our agricultural colleges will
continue to provide a favorable climate far the preparation of down-
to-earth vocational teachers.

Lest you label me as unduly pessimistic, since I've concerned
myself almost entirely with the problems which I can see emerging,
let me hasten to reassure you right now, for I am far fram pessimistic.
Indeed, many of the prOblems which I have enmmerated we have already
faced and are fimling that they have sautioas. Fbr example, in
North Carolina, present teachers of agriculture -- the general prac-
titioner that I have talked about -- are being retrained and trained
to offer introductory courses in voicational education in rural schools;
not wricultural education, but treating the entire world of work.
We are already establishing, in our California junior colleges, courses
.for technicians in highly specialized fields and have found that the
training of these teediers is adequate to cope with these new develop-
ments; that they are capable of working with advisory committees in
setting up these programs; that they are conditioned to reinfOrcing
their own knowledge by bringing in instructors fram the field to aid
in specialized phases of instruction. /t has been fowad that with
a minium of additional training our teachers of vocational agricul-
ture move into ea& specialized fields as ornamental horticulture and,
in a short time, develap the competencies necessary to teach these
courses. Neither does the shift from supervisiag the usual run of
fanning programs to that of organizing and directing supervising
work experience programs seem to faze our teachers. One of our
former vocational agriculture teachers in CalifOrnia is coordinator
of directed work experience fOr an entire county. Another has just
recently been given the position of director of work experience for
an entire school system. In short, I do not think that we face a
crisis, nor do I think the problems which I Wave eawnerated, and the
others that I'm certain we haven't dreamed of as yet, will not be
surmounted.

One compensation for advanciug years (I mdght add, about the
only compensation) is erperience, the ability to look back over
quite a span of time, and to recall how periods of trouble and periods
of crisis have been met and survived. la the 42 years that I have
spent in vocational education in agriculture, we have met many so-
called crises. Therefore, to quiet my awn fears and to reassure my-
self that the problems involved in our new and expanding programs will
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doubtless be similarly mat, I decided to go back to the presentations
made at same of these breakfasts over the past years.

Here is a quotation from one of them: "The fUture of vocational
agriculture in the United States will depend on whRt we, as teacher
trainers, do for the young men in our classes in the next five or ten

years." When was that said? 19637 No, nearly 30 years ago in 1935.

We survived that one.

Another quote -- "The duties of agriculture teachers are now mul-

tiplying, often almost beyond human endurance." The date on this --

1942.

Still another quote -- "What groups do we intend to serve? Pros-

pective teachers of agriculture, yes. In these days, however, we

must think of teachers for many types of schools and classes for a

variety of purposes; teachers of agriculture for city use perhaps as

well as vocational study; teachers in technical institutes and junior

colleges; teachers in types of special vocational groups and classes

related in any may to agriculture." Could that have been said in

1963? Nb, in 1943!

Still another quote -- "We face a new era, very differnnt from

the old. There will be unprecedented rewards for those of us who

can fit into this larger program, but some of us will go under be-

cause we shall be unequal to the demands." That should have been

1963 also; it was 2944!

Each year, as we have gathered. at AVA conventions, we have heard

speakers state that vocational education is at the crossroads; our

very existence is threatened; but sorehow or other, in the twelve

months between these meetings, the problems of the year have been

surmounted or have vanished, and. some new problem has taken their

place. It is for us, rather, to look upon this new legislation and

the programs which it makes possible as perhaps the greatest oppor-

tunity that vocational education in agriculture has ever had, and the

only limitations which nay be placed upon the way in which we take

advantage of these opportunities are the limitations of our own imagin-

ation, our own ability to paan and to meet them. I don't think

there has ever been a period that yas more exciting, nore thrilling,

in the opportunities which it holds to do a reel job of preparing

youth, high school and post-high school, the adults, the disadvantaged,

for occupations in agriculture. We may do it differently; we may be

called upon to justify, more than ever before, support for new train-

ing prograus which, we wish to establish; me may find ourselves work-

ing in fields other than what we consider strictly agriculture; we

may find ourselves temning with other vocational educators, and offer-

ing courses which erase entirely the lines of demarcation which once

we thought sacred. We may find a changed climate in our land grant

colleges. We may find continuing and maybe increased difficulty in
recruiting the teachers which we will need for these new programs,
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but I see nothing that leads me to believe that all this is impossible.

What was the motto that was popular in World War II? "The difficult

we do immediately; the impossible takes a little time." Perhaps the

most heartening thing is to look around and see the young men present
here who now staff our teacher education fla.culties, who will spear-
head the drive to meet and surmount the problems that I have identified.

Those of us who are characterized primarily by bifocals, bridgework,

baldness and bulges/ can say with certainty -- or at least I can --
that I am the poorest prepared, poorest trained member of my teacher

education staff. Even with our (in comparison) inadequate prepara-

tion, we have% met and solved in our way difficulties comparable to

these. There is no reason to expect but what those who come after

will do far better than we.
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TEACHER EDUCATION I,: AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
AN APPRAISAL AND SOME CONCERNS

Rufus W. Beamer
Head, Department of Vbcational Education

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
1962

DT. Lawrence D. Haskew, Vice-Chancellor of the University of
Texas, presented a paper at the 1961 Centennial Convocation of the
American Association of Tand-Grant Colleges and State Univerlities
.on the EValuation of '7* 2' Education in Land-Grant Institutions.
The paper was basecl t Iy Dr. Haskew had conducted and was read
to the deans of the se Ls and colleges of education making up the
Land-ITrant Association. In his appraisal of teacher education in the
Land-Grant institutions, Dr. Haskew had some things to say about
teacher education in agriaultural education which I hold to have some
significance to our profession. Some of the things he had to say hurt,
but in my judgment, rose some implications for strengthening our prcgrams.

:ere are some excerpts from DT. Haskew's paper. 1

"The greatest contribution of the Land-Grant In-
stitutions to teacher education stands today in
partial eclipse. This contribution is the educa-
tion of teachers of agriculture and homemaking and, to
lesser extent, of trade and industrial education.
In the fabric of an urbanized, intellectualized,
sophisticated world tl,!se mundane designs are be-
ing embroidered over as rapidly as possible, or
shoved into a corner in the hope that Mr. Jacques
Barzun or the National Council fbr Accreditation of
Teacher Education will not notice them. But in
the warm light of an appraisal based on having a
job to do and getting it done, the clean, crisp,
utilitarian lives of those designs still dispaay
the signature of true art.

"I submit that no subjects have ever been better
taught in American high schools than the subjects of
agriculture and homemaking; that no contingent of
teachers have ever equalled the teachers of agricul-
ture and homemaking in command of their specialized
subject matter; that no more effect.,..e curricula --

1 Lawrence D. Haskew, Centennial Convocation Paper: "Evaluation of
Teacher Edncation in Land-Grant Institutions," November 1.40 1961,
St. Louis, Mb.
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effective, that is, in achieving the purposes they
avowed -- have been designed than those in these
two fields; that no set of teachers has kept more
abreast of technological and scientific contribu-
tions; that no teachers have reached higher aver-
age attainments in methodology; and that no teach-
ers have ever made more direct contributions to
the improvement of adult community life than have
the teachers of agriculture and homexaking. Here
is teacher education that begins in the high school,
extends throughout college years with display of
directed laboratory experiences most other divisions
are still trying to emulate, fits the student to
his job, goes right there with him and practically
fbrces him to continue to be a student."

r Haskew says that this story is one of the brightest in
Anerican education, and may be the finest that the Land-Grant Col-
leges and Universities will ever write. But he indicates that the
story is inconallete. "It is incomplete because it has been written
rather than being in the process of writing."

Dr. Haskew's impression is that the sense of crusading, inven-
tive search does not come through now (as it once did) as one talks
to agriculture and homemaking educators; it does not emerge fram
the "whither now" documents woduced in their conferences; it does
not show up in many school classrooms. He says that in its paace is
an aura of rote, almost a sainted credo, and that maybe there is be-
ing enacted one of the perpetual tragedies of teacher education, the
tragedy of lively form congealing toward lifeless formality under the
pressure of past success and present weariness.

The fact that Dr. Haskew would highlight teacher education pro-
grans in agriculture and homemaking as the Land-Grant institutions'
greatest contribution to teacher education should cause all of us to
take pride in a great accomplishment and in a great contributian.
However, the fact that his appraisal indicates, or implies, that
teacher education in agricultural education reached the threshOld
o: greatness, then became weary, lost its cutting edge (its zip),
and started a Slide toward mediocrity, should be of real concern to
members of our profession. It should bring forth a challenge in
each of us; should cause us, individually and collectively, to seek
rather precise answers to questions such as these: Why did w'e become
weary? Assuming that we did, why did we lose our crusading spirit?
What happened to keep our greatness from moving on with the times?
Now, I recognize fUll well that it could be argued that our teacher
educatian prograns are stronger tolay (or at least as strong) than
they have ever been; that they still display the signature of true
art; that our cutting edge is still sharp; that Dr. Haskeles appraisal
is more provocative than factual, but for our own professional stimu-
lation why not assume that his appraisal, while a bit subjective,
contains certain elements of fact; that the appraisal is intellectually



honest and str aightforward.

Assuming then same validity to Dr. Haskew's appraisal, what hap-
pened?

I am mare there could be many theses developed as to what hap-
pened (if something happened). One thesis might be that we (as a
profession) failed to keep up with the times. We failed to keep our
programs moving forward with the socio-economic trends and the needs
elf n rqInnellet nr"-TrIMY, 471r,Aing a ^11png4ng ngric"lt"re. g+nte nnA
National objectives and guides were developed in the late 20's and
early 30's which were quite in keeping with the needs of those days,
but these objectives(with minor changes) were still giving direction
.to the programs in the 50's and 60's. During this period a revolu-
tion, attributed to science and technology, was constantly bringing
about changes in our societal and economic structures. We were either
unaware of these chamges, f.hose to ignore them, or failed to get their
till significance for agricultural education programs. This situatian
continued to a point where wy wyre devoting too much of our time and
energy to yesterday's agriaulture. Times changed and we failed to
change with the times and thus for a brief period (historically speak-
ing) we lost the opportunity for continued greatness. Perhaps a lull
in progress cam be expeated in the development of teacher education.
Certainly there is the universal dIfficulty of maintaining a cutting
edge on educational endeavors. But the purpose of appraisal and
analysis is to locate difficulties and to chart direction -- to offer
leads to strengthening programs. So, on the basis of Dr. Haskew's
appraisal, and my own beliefs about teacher education in agricultural
educatiaa, I would like to discuss with you in a very brief way four
things with whichwu in teacher education should concern ourselves
in the development of trbure programs.

1. lire nmst show greater concern for change and the nature of
change whiCh is going on in the world.

2. We must shaw 64-eater concena for research with appropriate
emphasis on basic research.

3. We rust concern ourselves with new programs as well as the
strengthening of existing programs.

4. TAe mist concern ourselves with the competency and commitment
of our personnel and institutions.

Concern for Change and. the NatureotS. The world is changing
in a startling tashian, and. at amazing speed, and these changes are
having wad will continue to have a tremendous impact on every facet
of American life -- including American education and American agri-
culture. And it is the speed of change that presents us with diffi-
cult and tar-reaching educational problems. Margaret Mead was
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referring to speed of change when she said: "No one dies any longer
in the world to which he was born." The geanetric progression of
accapplishment in scientific research and technology is the dominant
feature of our lives. Unlike most of our predecessors we will never
have the opportunity to became fUlly adjusted to the world as we know
it before we have thrust upon us new ideas, new methods, and new pro-
ducts which change our way of life again and again. We can now pre-
dict with a 'air degree of certainty, if we can avert a nuclear war,
that tha Aeci-ge aha0A will br4ng a trem--dous increase ia the world's
population, a continuatian of severe international political compe-
tition and conflict, a continuation of international economic compe-
tition, and a vigorous emphasis on public education as a means of
solving the problem energing from these situations. The most im-
,pcatant single problem facing all segments of agriculture and agri-
cultuxal education is that of making reasanable adjustment to change.
Many young people of today will, in their lifetime, enter occupations
not in existence today. This has real ImPlications for the training
of occupations -- it will become increasingly difficult to train
for occupations per se. So, it becames inperative that people in
our profession understand change and concern themselves with it.
Dealing with change involves how to knoWledge and how to knoWledge
is a specific responsibility of teacher education.

Concern for Research. Research is so essential to the advancement of
sound educational programs that it can no longer be neglected or
given a minor role. Mb =not bavt sound teaching prograus unless
these programs are based to an increasing degree upon sound and com-
prehensive research, both as to methodology and sUbject matter. Mb
have been saying this for a long time, but the void in most of our
institutions in research effort directed tcmard solving agxicatural
education problems is a black one. It stands out like a dark gray
eat in a coal mdne. We desperately need to improve our research ef-
fort, and we need to direct some of our effort toward basic research.

One can identify many areas in agricultural education where
basic research might uncover same new and far-reaching ideas. An
area that has been in my Mind for sometime is the canpetency approach
to program developnent or course building. Basic research in this
area might very well give us a scientific approach to curriculum de-
velopment in the broad field of educational pursuit. We all knaw
that our present tools for building curricula are not very sharp or
scientific. Perhaps our newly established Naticmal Center will be
able to help us to get moving iL this area.

Research is the vehimle which must carry education to gemuine
advancement, and it must be research of a pdoneering nature.

New Programs and the Strenalen_laLAJnEgalrogamis. We must
make a greater effort toward providing the type and character of
instruction which would largely eliminate the Dactor of obsolescence



in knowledge growing out of the rapidity of technological chamge.

Perhaps outdated knawledge maybe made less harmfUl by placing more

emphasis on education in the basic principles and less on skills and

practice; by placing emphasis an process as well as product, in keep-

ing knowledge up-to-date by teaching students to remain students

throughout their lifetime.

In our effort to strengthen existing prograns we need to give

greater emphasis to the science side of agriculture at all levels of

instruction. We need to take a long, hard look at the influence

State and National contests, and the accmdanying awards, are having

on our high school instructional programs. ro teachers select instruc-

tional units for their courses because of their worth in helping all

sstudents develop needed. abilities, or do they select units that will

eaable a few selected Students to participate in contests set up

by the State and National YEA c.isanizations under the "guidance" of

adult advisers? There are people in our ranks who believe (and not

without supporting evidence) that the emphasis we have placed on can-

tests and awards in our TA programs has served as a major deterrent

to sound, program development in vodational agriculture. The teacher

who spends 25 to 50 percent of bis teaching time preparing fbr and

entering contests will not be engaged in teaching the kind of agri-

culture that meets the needs of our time. Parthermore, tbere is

mach evidence to indicate that winning ITA.amards (State and. Nation-

al) will have little or no influence in keeping a local board of ed-

ucation fram eliminating vocational agriculture from the curriculum

of a school.

We need desperately to strengthen and extend our post-thigh school

and adult eduaation proisrams. Agricultural education has pioneered

in the field of adult educatiaa but, for some reason, we have never

been able to exploit amr opportunities ia this field. Why have we

not been able to move in this field? We need to know the answer to

this question because tbe need fbr this type of educatian is growing,

not diminidhiag. There is no way for people to remain productive in

our economy without continuous effbrts in eduartion. So continued

study is going to be a way oflife. The opportunities in the field

of adult education are unlimited and deserve fran us a maximum effort,

and this maximum effort should be in terms of action.

We have heard a great deal in recent years about agriAusiness,

about adjusting our teaching to the educational needs of the total

industry of agriculture rather than to farming alone to which our pre-

sent programs are largely oriented. We might best make tl-is adjust-

ment, pravide this instruction, by teaming up with the people in

distributive education in same type of cooperative arrangement. These

programs could. be initially undertaken on a pdlot or experimental

basis. The researdh aspect of such programs would not be neglected.

These programs could call for preparing teachers who could serve ef-

fectively in rural and sUburban communities in vocational agricul-

ture and distributive education. Distributive education has had a
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great deal of experience in distribution, marketing and management,
and would be in a position to give invaluable .help in daveloping in-
structional programs in the agri-business area of agriculture.

Our teacher education departments have a gTeat opportunity, and
perhaps an obligation, to contribute to the development of agricul-
tural education in the so-called underdeveloped countries of the morld.
We have in the pest given some assistance to these countries, but in
terms of meeting their needs our help has been a drop in the bucket.
There is outstanding opportunity for service in this field, but it
will require real professional commitment. It will also involve
pioneering.

Co etenc and Commitment of our Personnel and Institutions. Some-
one remarked recently that none of us would like to have a sick child
treated by the honor man in the Harvard Medical School, class of .1940,
if he bad learned nothiag since then. I believe this statement holds
some implications for the leadership in agricultural education. We
will not make our maximum contribution to teacher education unless
we can have competent and committed personnel working in all phases
of agricultural education -- teacher educators, administrators, and
supervisors, and teachers, and we will not have competent personnel
unless each person in each of these groups continues to learn and to
do this with sort of a passion. The teacher educator will not be
very effective in developing in his students the attitude for con-
tinued study if be himself stops learning after getting his appoint-
ment to a position in teacher education. The supervisor who does
nct continue to be a student as evidenced by advanced degrees, at-
tendance at state and national workshops, etc., will be in no pord.-
tion to help teachers iMprove their instructional programs. He may
be a positive deterrent to the development of sound programs even
though he puts in long hours and. mrch effort.

The task of improving agricultural education in this genera-
tion demands new ventures. Our leadership must be sufficisntly com-
petent and committed to bring about the modification of laws, to
solve problems of financial support, to bring about massive changes
in programs, to create new and improved images. Are we in teacher
education making inventive contributions to the emergence of this
kind of leadership? Are we in teacher education committed to pushing
up the norms, pushing back the horizons, or are we committed to
compliance, to pretty much the status quo, to meeting certification
regdlations as est-ablished by the State Department of Education? The
difference between commitment and compliance has real implications
for teacher education.

In summary, I should like to say that I have never been so opti-
mistic about the future of vocational education in agriculture, or
about vocational education generally, as I =today. I think that
we are now in the process of regaining that cutting edge which ET.
Easkew indicated we seemed to have lost momentarily. I think the
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period of 1950 to 1960 was sort of a crisis period in the historical
development of agricultural education, and that we are now emerging
from this crisis with opportunity that should challenge the best in
all of us. I am confident that teacher education in agriculture stands
at the threshold of its greatest recognition, encouragement, growth,
and opportunity in history. I am also confident that we will make
the best of this great opportunity - that our commitment will be

genuine.
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THOUGHTS ALONG ntE WAY, A1D, THE WAY

Howard W. Deems
Profesor of Agricultural Education

University of Nebraska
., 1961

It is with a humble feeling that I stand before you as the speak-
er at this traditionql Anerican Vocational Association breakfhst for
teacher trainers. Previous speakers made contributions that.tended
to guide our leaders along the unchartered road called Vocational
Agriculture.

Back in 1939, Professor Aderhold of Gerogia insisted that our
agricultural instruction should be centered around the carefUl and
systenetic study of the economic, the human, and the natural resources
on the farm. Truly that has been a corner post sound instruction
far the lest 20 years.

Ftofessor Alexander of Texas in 1936 stated, "We must promote
more research in our field... We cannot crystallize our philosophy
and our practice without having the benefit of the features of other's
programs." That speech aided in establishing our research program.

You.old-timers will, I am sure, never forget that great talk by
Professor Hamlin of Illinois in 1944; hts sdbject: "The New Bole of
the Teacher Ttainer". Those were, as many of ytu remeMber, trying
and troubled times, yet Dt. Hamlin autlined a progressive Igost-war
plan for teacher trainers that proved to be sound.

Many of you heard read that down4o-earth, grassroot-type
talk given one year ago by Professor Byram of Michigan. His develop-
nent of the subject, "Challenges of the Golden Sixties", boosted
our concern for human betterment and established another benchmark
in the field of professional cooperation and usefulness.

Historians tell us that the 20th century is destined to be the
fastest moving period of all time. These same men inform us that
this period appears to be dividing itself into.three parts.

During the first third, from 1900 to the thirties, we unhitched
the horse x'rom the buggy and cranked up th Model-T. We got off the
gtound in crude flying machines. We discoverea vaccines that pre-
vented certain diseases; we started sen:ing messages through the air
and called it radio.

You know the story of the middle third of the twentieth century -
you have been part of it. We unlocked the atam, put two-ton capsules
into orbit, and entered into a period of casting aside colonialism.
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WY send. pictures through the air. We discuss seriously traveling

to the moon. But the important thing for us, the teacher trainers
of America, is another statement of today's historians. They say,

as the middle third of the twemtieth century was a much faster mov-

ing period than the first third, the last third, 1966 to 20001 will
be nach faster, more exciting, more daring, than the period in which

my now live. And we, fellow educators, are trainingmen who will
teach at the vertex of this period.

Today we live in an involved society. Because of this some
would have us believe that teaching is a difficult and puzzling ;TO-

fession. However, others look at it differently. They say if ed-

ucation is complicated, it is because educators make it that way.
.The poet who said, "The things I find of greatest worth are just the
simple things on earth", might have been referring to teaching.

I have discovered that the laws of learning and the principles

of great teachimg that have held solid down through the years and
mill, in my opinion, be the cornerstones of great teaching in the
period just ahead, are just the "common things" in teaching.

Sometime during the next century historians may stop and evalu-
ate the vocational movement of which we have been a part. And when

they do, I am quite sure they will say, "This group of educators of

the 20th century used, refined and nude ;Tactical the law of learning

that applies to knawing and. understanding the students being taught."

They will explain and make it sound like a great benchmark in the
upward climb of education, they will glorify the trtps of the vo-ag

teacher to the farm, the visits with the parents, and. the in-the-
home conferences with students.

It was during my first year of teadhing that I experienced a dis-
clipline situation that uade this law of learning very real to me.
Cue of my students was a husky farm boy who would, on certain occasions,
"auss" during a shoo or class period. my teacher education courses
in college had. stressed the point that such was not ;Toper. So,

from time to time, I informed the lad that he nust not do such things

in class. Cae afternoon, after a rather loud outburst of pTofanity,
I grabbed him by the collar and in a loud, angry voice, told htn if

he ever "cussed" again in class he would be kicked out of school.
Shat frightened him and things went along quite well for several

weekc.

Then one afternoon, he was working at the forge, wearing a
pair of rather loose-fitting coveralls, unbuttoned in front. He was

not a skilled blacksmith, and as he worked on a bar.of hot iron, one
small piece chipped off and hit him. As it went sizzling down his
hairy chest, "cuss" words flowed freely into the smokey air. All

other students were quiet. They remeMbered my thrgiat. The only
thing that I could do was to take the young man by the hand and show

him the door. I will never forget watching him walk sloWly down

the road tomerd home. I had a feeling that perhaps I had made a mistake.
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At fbur o'clock I.jumped into my Mbdel-T Ford and drove out to
the farm where he lived. The father, the mother, and the young son
were seated around the kitchen table. I tried to break the ice by
commenting on the weather, but it didn't work. Ilmally the father
said, "SO, ycu kicked Bob out of school today." I answered, "Yes."
After a long silence another question pertaining to the reason was
asked. I tried to explain that Bob had "cussed" in class. 'I had
hardly finished my brief explanation when the father jumped out of
his chair, struck the table with his fist; and with a ntreell of pro-
fanity, fhr beyond anything I had ever before heard, explained that
if I didn't want Bob to "cuss" in class he would see to it that he
didn't. I expect young Bob knew nany of the words his father used
with such proficiency long before he ever heard about the ABC's.

That is the part of the story that emphasizes to a degree the
importance of knowing students. The second chapter accentuates the
lasting ','clues of such matters. As yru have perhaps guessed, young
Bdb returned to schoca. I can also report that he is today a very
prosperous businessman. Years later while visiting about this oc-
casion, Bob remarked that on his way home he started building up a
hatred for his teacher and. the school. He had decided that if.they
thought him crude and rough, be would show them, he would became the
toughest guy in the community. My not knowing the home conditions
of this student almost cost America a good citizen. Take a moment
and figure the difference between a usefUl life and a delinquent.
In this case it could have amounted to over one-third of a million
dollars.

Down throagh the years, we in voaatianal agriculture have been
quite successfal in making the vo-eg student an active participant
in his own education. He plans along with the teacher many of his
educational experienws. His personality, the influences of his home,
his neighborhood and his social level are all taken into considera-
tion. These personal relationships are important in bringing about
desirable changes. Knowing the student cannot be over-emphasized.

The Great Teacher of 2000 years ago, Jesus Christ, taught by the
principle of understanding and. love. Just a few months ago the camel
driver from Pakistan visited this country. Because it was a pablic
relations activity, zany gifts were presented to him. What impressed
this humble, simple man from the East? It was the smiles, the love
and the understanding of the American people.

II a teacher believes it is
love every student, he must also
and "worth". As educators it is
a manner they can see behind the
hair.

important to know, understand and
believe that every student has "value"
our task to develop teachers in such
feeckles &nd beneath the uncotbed

The story of an old. philosopher and his grandson illustrates
the point that I want to make. The tl.m were strolling through the
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garden one evening. The grandfather pdcked up an apple, then took
from his pocket a knife. He cut the appae in halves, and fram the
core he plucked a seed which he cut into parts. Then he called his
young grandson and asked, "Sonny, what do you see inside this seed?"
The little fellow looked and then replied, "Nothing." Then the old
philosopher leaned back and said, "Sonny, where you see nothing,
there dwells a mighty tree."

Unfortunately in my own teaching experiences I have bem, on
several occasians, like the youna arands,a. I looked and fail6
to see. One case still haunts me. It happened in the late twenties.
One lad in my Junior-Senior class wanted to build for his big shop
project a ditch-digger. He started with the bullwheel and a drive-
chain from an old binder. All semester he worked, welding and bend-
ing iron, figuring different drive arrangament5 and assembling. At
the end of the semester his machine was not completed. My grading
score card stated: "40 points on completed project". His was not
completed. He flunked the course.

About twelve years later a large factory started building ditch-
digging machines. Throughout tIle country today, digging machines are
used. And the machines use the same principles of construction this
young farm lad was striving to apply in my vo-ag shop. Today this
farm lad, who as a ''Juth had. unlimited imagination and perhaps a
real creative mind, is not as successfUl as he should be. It is
partly my fault. I should hasten to add the "Vo-Ag" as a course
does allow for imagination and creativeness. I think one reason why
vo-ag students achieve in college far dbove tbeir expectations is be-
cause of this overlooked "somethine in education.

,- Today it is important that fUture teachers of vooational agricul-
ture encourage creativeness. It should be also pointed out that one
learns to be uncreative by responding to requirements, following
specific directions and waiting to be told what to do. The great
clergyman, Preston Bradley, salk "I have never doubted that God
created man for great purposes nor that man has the potentiality
within himself to achieve God's goal for him."

Every man has value and wwth, but teachers-to-be must be re-
minded that some have talents along one line and others in an area
entirely different.

I will never forget an "educational gm" that I watched develop
during my high school teaching days. At that time the faculty held
staff meetings at six-week periods, Sust before issuing grade cards
to students. On this particular evening we were discussing a lad
named Jack. The English teacher had just announced that she was
about ready to flunk htn in English; I was just ready to say that
Jack was to receive the highest grade ta my vo-ag alass. We argued
for a while and then the Ehglish teacher closed her remarks by say-
ing, "In my book, Jack is the dumbest kid in sdhool."
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About three weeks later we were holding an nA meeting in the
"Ag" -om.after school. Some of the boys had crowded their cars-in
arounL the building in such a manner that the Paglish teacher could:not get her car out. She knocked at the door and informed us of the
situation. I turned to the Sentinel, who happend to be Jack, and askedhim *o help the lady. He was back in a moment, the task completed.
As he.took his seat he remarked to the group, "Mat is the dumbest
teacher I ever saw." Both the English teacher and Jack were perhaps
right in their statements about "lack of ability". Will Rogers said,
"We are all dumb, only in different ways."

Men in the field of vocational education have always realized
that schools do not exist to classify people or to eliminate the un-ripe. Instead, each person is a resource of the commmity, and it is
the school's function to develop that resource as Dar as possible.

Now may I take just a moment and. bundle up this thing we- have
been talking about. If a vo-ag teacher will know, understand, and, ,

lave his students, realizing that every boy is some mother's. son and
has value, then perhaps the students will, in turn, apply that great
principle of brotherly love in his home, his community, his country,
and his world. It is my opinion that our hope for a progre7sive :

twenty-first century is tied very closely to the principle of rn-
,ng that implies the knowing and understanding of people.

it was Thomas Jefferson who said., "It is the manners and spirit
of a people that preserve a republic in vigor." I know of no more
certain way to preserve our national vigor now than by deliberately
cultivating and Inspiring each individual so that he can achieve the
attitudes, the skills, and. the knowledge necessary fbr the maximum
realizaticn of his potential., This intention mist become the pre-
vailing spirit of' our schools.

Vocational agriculture has played an important part in other
notable edilcational achievements of the past hs/f-century. The
problem approach to teaching, the motivation of individuals through
organized. activities and the Involvement of the student in the learn-
ing process, could ail be discussed with pride, if time permitted.

Now let us do an about face and look; to the titure. As I dream
about the sixties, the seventies and the.twenty-first century I am
remind.ed of a story they tell. about Robert Louis Stevenson. It was
evening tine, his supper was on the table. After several calls
young Robert replied, "Mother, I can't come. I'm busy watching the
amplighter punch holes in the dark." There is still much lighting
to do along the way.

Some authors today find it quite profitable to atteinpt, through
articles in national magazines, to i:unch holes and light the way for
trture programs of education. Unfortunately too many just punch.
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The April issue of Fbrtune Magazine carried an article by Charles E.
Silberman on the "Remaking of American Education". In this article

he stated, "Tbmorrow requires something that the world has never seen
- masses of intellectuals." The idea is a noble one and I only wish

the schools possessed that magical power. It is easy to write about

intellectuals and excellence, but articles and talks do not develop
a program. We do no.:: arrive at such noble goals merely by demanding

thm or by working longer hours. This morning I have three specific
suggestions that I mant to toss out for your consideration. They are

not new, just reconstructed ideas.

Before doing this I want to list one assumption and express an
opinion. nub the assumption: I am assuming that vocational agri-
culture is just one phase of agricultural education offered by the
secondary schools of our land.

Now, the opinion: I am inclined to believe that today when we
consider vocational agricalture we are apt to put too much emphasis

on "agriculture" and not enough on "vocational".

It is quite possible that down through the years we have allowed
this great vocational family of ours to divide into separate rooms

with solid walls between us. This arrangement may not be sound for
vbcational education in the sixties and seventies. I do not pose as

one with power to predict; I can only suggest certain changes that

should perhaps be considered. Would that I could foresee as same of

our great men of old. Perhaps some of you recall the words of Alfred

Tennyson written 100 years ago:

Ibr I dipt into the future, far as human eye could see,
Sam the Vision of the world, and all the monder that would be;

Saw the heavens fill with commerce, argosies of magic sails,

Pilots of the purple twilight dropping down with costly bales;
Heard the heavens fill with shouting, and there rain'd a
ghastly dew

From the nations' airy navies grappling in the central blue;
Far along the world-wide whisper of the south-wind rushing

warm,
With the standards of the peoples ;lunging thro' the thunder-

storm;
Till the war-drum throbb'd no longer, and the battle-flags

mere fUrl'd
In the Parliament of man, the Federation of the world.

Nbm, three ideas or suggestions that I believe will help the pro-
gram of vocational agriculture keep pace with the rapidly changing
design of farming and at the same time contribute to the improvement
of teaching.

First vocational agriculture for both high school and adult
students must be taught throughout the 12-month period. This, I admit,



-

we have been doing in a somewhat unorganized way since the start of'
the program in 1917. However, many states have been slaw in organiz-
ing the summer program in such a way that it is definitely a part of'the entire year's work with school credit allowed for the high schoolgroup.

It is the height of folly to study, for example, irrigation dur-ing the winter and. then not observe, study, and discuss the practicescarried on in the community during the summer. I am aware that thefamders of our great prograin had an answer for this problem. It wasthe supervised farming program and for a period of' twenty years ormore it worked. But the technological changes taking place in agri-culture for the past decade bave mad.e this practice inadequate. Rep.-.larly scheduled classes for both adults and. the high school groupmust be organized on a 12-month basis.

Today in educational circles we hear much about improved util-
ization of school facilities and teachers. An extended school sched-ule.of from fc_ty to fifty weeks per year is here or almost here.We in the .11 of vocational agriculture again have the opportunityto show the ,ay. Back in 1917 we started a program that demonstrated
to all bow to involve the student in the process of learning. Now
we can demonstrate how year-round instruction on an organized basis
can increase our efficiency of instruction.

I would like to suggest a second change. Discontinue Vo-AgIII and. IV as regularly scheduled classes as we have in many schoolstoday. This to be replaced on a 12-month term by specific units ofinstruction such as "tractor maintenance", "producing Grade A milk","raising certified crops" and. "farm accounting". The hours scheduled.
for study and. Instruction might vary from week to week or from month
to month. The amount of credit received in apiculture would be de-
termined by the hours of class and individual instruction receivedduring the entire year.

To be most effective, this type of' vocational training shouldbe preceded by one year of general agriculture and. one year of vo-
cational agriculture given in the junior high school or in the ninth
and tenth grades and. paralleled with practical courses in scienceand. mathematics. It is realized that some schools might have diffi-
culty in adjusting to such a schedule. However, I understand the
"Trump Commission" in its four year study to determine how to rakebetter use of staff tine in secondary schools has recommendationsthat are just as difficult to inplement. As an maniple, the new Ridge-wood High at Norridge, Illinois has put all of the Commission recom-mendations into operation. Here the class schedule calls for pupilsspending on the average, 35 percent of their time in large group in-struction, 30 percent in seminars and. laboratories and. 35 percent inindividual study.
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We in vocational agriculture must conduct an intense self-ex-
amdnation. We are learning rather rapidly that many of the old ways
of conducting programs are not necessarily the best ways. New meth-
ods of organization must be tried, refined and reworked until we
find a plan that will meet the needs of 1962 agriculture.

The present organization of our pro&aam was designed for the
general type diversified farm. We are living in a period of special-
ization. Today the feeder=farmer handling 5000 cattle each year may
have little or no interest in many of the other enterprises of the
conmunity.

The implications changes in agriculture may have for education
.could perhaps be brought into focus by just looking at same of the
statements being made by good farmers today. Swine producers are
saying, "If I can control diseases I can make it with hogs."- Wheat
producers insist they know production practices but have questions
and prablems about marketing. Corn growers are asking, "Haw come
you talked about production practices all through the fifties and
and didn't explain to us about storage procedures?" Then they pro-
ceed to tell about their city cousins and the fortunes they made in
storing corn and other grains.

Many farmers will my, "I can teach my boy to raise 150 bushels
of corn Ter acre but I cannot teadh him to keep Dam accounts", or
"I can teach him to plow and harvest but I hestiate to instruct him
about some of the farm chemicals", or "I can explain about producing
livestock, but I have tradble interpreting narketing trends". One
last statement, one we are just starting to hear, goes like this:
"How came you spend so nuch money in establishing and operating agen-
cies and so little in teaching farmers how to use and benefit from
them?"

In brief, I am saying the vo-ag program must be reorganized so
that students take only the unitethey want and. need. We must teach
less but do a better job in the units covered. We must have a pro-
gram that can be adjusted to changing conditions as they occur.

It is not my purpose here this morning to explain the details
of how this organizational plan might work. As a matter of fact,
I do not know. We have not tried it in Nebraska. But I am sure
oar program of vocational agriculture mast be pruned. We must cat
away the unproductive areas. We mast turn out a quality-product in
an efficient manner.

The third matter that I would like to discuss as we plan.for
the fixture is the use of resource people, or as same like to term it
now, team teaching.

It is camman knowledge that American agriculture is in the midst
of a great technological revolution. It is impossible for regular
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vo-sag teachers to keep informed and upto-date in all ;lases of this

rapidly changing industry.. National and state leaders in vocational
education are searching _or ways and means of keeping teachers in-

formed. Workshops, in-service conferences, short courses, news re-
leases, and other procedures have all been tried. They help, but
do not entirely meat this need of keeping teachers up-to-date.

It appears that to cose more adequately with the vast growth of
knowledge in agricultvre, a different educational aprroach must be

tried. It is quixe possible that the use of "team teaching" wIll
provide the modernization of instruction needed in the field of

agriculture today.

This past winter I talked with many farmers in various parts of
the state regarding their specialized ability and their wtllingness
to share their information with high school and adult students. One

yotng lad with whom. I talked was a graduate of the College ofAgri-
culture with a major in vocational education. He taught veterans for
a few years while getting establUhed in faming. I asked him if he
considered himself to be a specialist in any one field. His answer

was "Yes, irrigation." He then explained that he had attended many
regional, state and. district neetings on irrigation and bad tried to
keep up-to-date by reading. Be expressed an interest and a desire
to aseist the local vo-ag teacher in an instructicmal program.

Another farmer was a breeder of pirebred Herefords, a national
leader in production testing, and an expert showman.

Others included producers of certified grasi seed, breeders of
disease-free pigs, leaders in soil and moisture conservation, officers
in Co-ops and good general farmers.

I am confident that within a radius of tea miles of any vo-ag
department there are farmers, specialists in some type of livestock
or crop production, willing to act as members of teaching teens.

Other groups of men who might be included. as part of a teachingteam
in a vo-lag department are local specialists in canservatian, irriga-
tion, electricity, credit, marketing and management. The State's col-

lege of agriculture is a source of tap-flight help. Most of these
staff inembers are paid from tax funds and have an obligation to assist
local farmers and future farmers. If the demand for help fram vo-
ag departments becomes too great, it is possible that such teaching

night have to be in the form of planned trips to the college campus
or through talks and demonstrations an television.

It is realized that a plan as outlined contains certain elements
of danger. It may appear to some as de-emphasizing teaching nethods.
To others it will present an Obstacle to the development of two-.and
three-6men departments. It is also possible that the local vo.,ag teadh-

er will find hImself training teachers rather than teachimg farmers

and. futuTie farmers. Other hazards could perhaps be listed.
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However, on the positive side of the proposal ale many salient
features. It is, in the opinion of most people, impossible to keep
up-to-date today, in all areas of agriculture. Farmers and future

farmers want the best possible new information available. They

have little interest in second best or last year's advice. The

addition of agricultural specialists to a teaching staff should in-
crease the quality of information presented.

The average vo-ag teacher is to same degree a specialist by
training, in classroom teaching, plogram planning and in the develop-

ment of individuals. However, he must spend so much time in review-
ing literature in agriculture and attending workshops where late
agricultural information is presented that he has little time to
really practice his rrofession or to imprave upon his limited ability.

William Clark Trow of Midhigan says that current controversy
and talk about educatian is nothing but a series of struggles to
adapt the school prrogram to the needs of a dynamic civilization. The

Imuly editorials we read about agricultural eaucation and the talk we
hear about drastic changes on the Bill in Washington are all part
of the straggle alluded to by Trow.

Many of us are pleased with some of the trends. There is so
Duch toknaw about agriculture today, we must be efficient and we
must kep in step with the ;Tactical side of science in agriculture.
Individual differences must be taken into consideration. We must

make ma*inum use of people with specific skills and abilities. Stu-
dents, '6oth high school and adults, must be taught to solve prOblems
today not only to survive but to guarantee a strong society tomorrow.
It is true that more emphasis will be placed on training students to
find ana evalnate facts and reach their own conclusions, for we know
ital-web. the problems solved in the classroom today will not be the
ones faced in ten or twenty years. I maintain the only sure way to
plan fOr a strong fUture is to develop men and momen who can cape
with the problems of the time. If our educational program has been
right, these samepeople will be able to solve the rroblems of tomor-
row even though they are more complicated.

It was almost a half-century ago that a group of dedicated agri-
cultural eiucators started making rlans far the program we now call

vocational agriculture. They were daring enough to advocate and de-
fend a few simple practices and ;Tocedures they knew would inprove
instruction in agriculture. Such topdcs as two-hour class sessions,
twelve-month employment of teachers, home rTojects, the ;Toblem ap-
proadh in teaching, young farmer and adult classes and ;Tactical
farm mechanics were discussed. Decisions were reached. A program
was outlined; they lightea the light that showed the way. That

group of men and the men who follawed had the courage and the ability

to put into practice many things that other educators just talked
about.
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Today we have the opportunity to again lead the way. The Trump
Commission explains that secondary schools of the future will not
have standard classes meeting five days eadh week and that sone as-
pects of learning will be presented by specially qualified teachers.
They also point out the closer relationdhip between students and
teachers.

I insist that we in vocational agrizulture are in that peculiar
position whereby we can demanstrate with ease the modern trends in
education.

The ideas I have presented here this mcIming are not necessarily
new and untried. Every proposal or suggestion may be found today
.in same voag department. The purpose e. naking these proposals is
not to establish a specific plan for the future. The aim is rather
to stimulate study and thought with the hope of improved organization
and teaching.

In conclusion, I would like to recount a story about Ben Franklin.
I read this some years ago in the Sunshine Magazine:

When Benjamin Franklin wished to interest the people of
Philadelphia in street lighting, he didn't try to rer-
suade them by talking about it-- instead, he hung a
beautiftl lantern on a long bracket before his awn
door. Then he kept the glass brightly-polished, and
carefully and religiously lit the wick every evening
at the approadh of dusk. People wandering around in the
dark saw lranklin's light and came under the influence
of its friendly glow. To each one it seemea to say:
"Come along, my friend: Here is a safe place to walk."
It wasn't long bedtre Franklin's neighbors began plac-
ing lights in brackets before their homes, and soon the
entire city awoke to the value of s;reet lightillg and
took up the natter with interest and enthusiasm.
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CHALLENGES TO LEADERSHIP IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
IN THE GOLDEN SIXTIES

Harold M. Byram
Professor of Agricultural Education

flichigan State University
1960

The program committee hit upon an attention-getting theme when
it announced that at this convention we should consider agricultural
educatiaa in the golden sixties. I interpret this as an invitation
to take a critical look at objectives and programs of the present;
to engage in constructive thinking about ways and means of bringinc
about needed adjustments; and to identify problem areas and iSSU:G
that should be studied and dealt with in planning for the future.

I accept this implied invitation, with the limitation that ny
remarks will relate only to vocational agriculture. This is so that
I may be able to raise same questions concerning the leadership in
our profession that should be ch:rttng vocational agriculture of the
sixties and beyond, and to make an assessment of the nature and
quality that seams required of these leaders in terms of personal
attributes and. competencies.

In beginning this diIcussion by referring to adjustments in vo-
cational agriculture, it is recognized thatimprovements have been,
or will be suggested by speakers here this week. A. logical question
to pose at this session of teacher educators is, what are some of
the practical ways and means for building quality into on-going ;TO-
grans. Certainly, each of us could, if given time, suggest many ways
of impleneating these ideas. Only a few of the more obvious will be
mentioned here.

Adjustments To Be Considered

First, it seems clear that a search must be made for ways arq
means of more extensive utilization in teaching of pertinent techno-
logical developments in agriculture. Last year the Federal Govern-
ment speat over $30 million on agricultural research. This was
matched more than three to one in the states. The fruits of this
research are being harvested and placed on the educational market
at an ever increasing rate. You are well aware of how important
these ever.41ccelerating advancements are.

Many of our leaders are studying this prOblem of adjusting in-
struction in agriculture to new technology, and are telling us about
what they are finding. For example, in a recent issue of The Agri-
cultural Blucation Magazine, two studies that are related to this
problem are reported. Thompson of California studied the extent to
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which fltrmers made use of advice "-om agricultural businesses for
fertilizer reconnnendations. ...ding that only one-third. of the
farmers surveyed knew the kind and amount of fertilizers to use he
raises the question whether a better :lob could be done in teaching
ihndamentals of soil and plant nutrition to farmers and sons of farm-
ers. It is axiomatic that their teaching cannot extend. beyond their
own knowledge. Deyoe o:F: Minois reports that, of 30 selected. teach-
ers he interviewed, the more enterprising ones were conducting local
surveys, making use of a wide variety of sources for keeping atrPast
of developments, and. studying opportunities for establishment in farm-
ing. Teachers' umber one problem, as reported to Deyoe, was "ac-
quiring the 'know how' about recent changes in aviculture" and
second was securing up-to-date references and teaching aids.

Many states are working out effective means of narrowing the
subject natter gap. These include in-service conferences, short
courses, workshops, and graduate courses, previews of new publica-
tions, and. preparation and dissemination of recent intonational re-
leases to name only a few. A recent development in Michigan may be
of interest here. Our Department of Information Services of the Col-
lege of Agriculture decided that dependence on published. bulletins
alone for the new subject natter is too slow for this jet age. So
for the past two years there have been fewer new bulletins, but these
are being supplemented. by what are called. 113.ct Sheets of more current,
newer technics/ intonation. After two years of trial with county
staffs of the Cooperative Ertension Service, these are now also be-
ing made available without charge to all teachers of vocational agri-
culture in Michigan who have requested them. Sets of 3.46 of tnese
were distributed this /1311 through in-service education meetings of
teachers. These B3.et Sheets are indexed and. filed. in a large, at-
tractive, specially built and lettered cover, purchased by local
schools through the state association of teachers of vocational agri-
culture. Many feel that this is the most signif5lant single step in
the past twenty-five years taken cooperatively by the Colleges of
Agriculture and of Education to help teachers keep abreast of agri-
culture/ technology.

The related problem, that of acquiring the "know how" haunts
teachers as they try to up-srade their instruction to develop deeper
and broader understandings of the applications of science and tech-
nology to farming. These understandings are essential undergirdings
of agriculture/ practices taught. Vocational agriculture Dust in-
clude instruction in greater depth. Teachers Li the "golden sixties"
will need a highw grade of instruction at the miversity before
entering teaching than their predecessors have had. This will have
to continue indefinitely with teachers in service.

A third. quality that should be built into programs is applica-
tion of instruction at the high school level to a wider variety of
occupations. Most teachers enThasize in their teaching those manager-
ial abilities and cultural and. mechanical skills that have relevance
to the operation of ittrming enterprises, and presumbly, for the occupation



of farming. But studies sach as those by Clark and Kennedy in Michi-

gan, Hoover in Pennsylvania, Thampsor in Califoruis, and others show

that there also is a mide variety of other occupations represented by

employers who would like workers who are rroficient in certain farm-

ing abilities and agricultural understandings. The implication, then,

is that when students are taught farm rxactices they should be led

to discover the applicatian of these practices to a variety of the

occurations in which these agricultaral understandings and abilities

are needed. Ekamples might include: feeding rractices that should

be understood by the feed dealer and sales person; fertilizing recom-

mendations and practices that a farm supplier should know; and abil-

ities needed by farm credit agents to judge soil and to analyze a

farm business.

This brings us to the fourth adjustinent for which ways and means

should be found. It is the greater utilization of students' farming

programs for guidancs and instruction. One of the more widely ac-

cepted principles in the selection and planning of farming: programs

is that the enterprises and the activities selected should be those

found in the type of farming represented an the home farm and/or in

the type of farming in which the young man hopes to engage. You and

I sUbscribe to this principle for the young man who is farming, or

hopes But haw adequate is this principle for those who

start thinking about other agricultuxal occupations, as many of them

night well do?

.
There has been some pretty loose thinking about these occupations;

their designation and their nature, and the relation of vocational

agriculture to them. While it is desirable to unfreeze resistance

to change and open minds for new ideas, me should be realistic in de-

termining what is a ratiamal position to take. Whether or not you

consider the stand I take is sensible, you are entitled to know what

it is.

It is now quite clear that in Imlay businesses, professions and

industries involving products from and supplies, services and edu-

cation for farmers, it is either desirable or essential that the

worker be experienced in farming and. have an understandimg of some of

the sUbject matter of agriculture. One of the purposes of vocational

agriculture, then, should be to provide those experiences that (1)

rill aid students to set suitable career and educational goals in ag-

riculture; (2) mill give students a background for advanced and/or

specialized instruction in agricultural science and technology; and

(3) Id.11 develop those understandings of agriculture appropriate to

be taught in the secondary school, and that are likely to contribute

to the subsequent occupational success of the individual. As has

always been true, the basis for good vocational agriculture is super-

vised farming programs. Supervised farming programs, selected and

planned in line with the students' rest experiences and career goals,

should be the core of these experiences. Some examples may help to

show how farming programs may be modified br expanded to this end.
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Let us suppose that a rung man is considering either teaching
of agriculture, agricultural extension, or related professions. Ex-
perience in a large variety of enterprises is essential far success.
If the livestock enterprises on the farm where he is gaining ex-
perience include only beef and swine in a state where dairying is
important on most farms, and sheep and poultry on some farms, some-
how he must gain some operational experience in these latter enter-
prises. Teacher educators would agree that they are constantly
conlronted by the inadequate farming experience of many of the uni-
versity students enrolled in preparatory programs for teaching. If
these young men's interest in an educational career could have been
identified while in high school these gaps in their experience could
have been filled by more diversified programs on their home Darns
.and/or placement for farm experience on another farm. This would be
particularly important for the increasing number of youth whose
parents are farming part time, and thus may have only a few home-
farm enterprises.

We might find another young man from a small tarm who show ap-
titude and interest in farm mechanics and who thinks he might con-
sider a cooperative occupational training program to prepare for
farm machinery sales and service, probably at the post-high school
level. Such a cooperative program cannot provide for experience in
the field operation of machinery. But, if such experience is highly
desirable, it could be obtailed through placement on a larger, highly
mechanized farm or on a school land laboratory where a youth could
gain this more extensive experience.

A student who lives in a cash crop farming environment, but who
is somewhat interested in becoming a farm veterinarian certainly
should determine whether he likes t. work with livestock, a.:.1 to gain
experience in handling film animalb. Such a student could be en-
couraged to have as wide a variety of livestock projects -- albeit
on a small scale -- as his home farm situation will permdt; he could
thus meet farmers' livestock problems in their natural setting and
learn to solve some of them through instruction in vocational agricul-
ture.

If time permitted, many other examples could be gtven of dif-
ferent experiences that could be gained in farming programs and that
might be related to the students' occupatimal goals, or at least to
their occupational interests. These are sufficient, however, for us
to proceed to indicate four criteria fbr the selection of farmimg
programs that may enlarge and amplify the erperiences and understand-
ings that are basic fbr off-tarm occupations having agricultural at-
tributes or connotatilns.

1. The project or activity provides new or additional experiences
that will have exploratory value for the gaidance of the stu-
dent.
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2. The activity or project includes those enterprises that involve
experiences that are important in the occupation toward which
the student is aiming or which he is considering.

3. The project or activity provides practice to develop those
abilities that will help a person to succeed in an off-farm
occupation of an agricultural nature.

4, The project nr nr.r"Iiity in rcaPtga tn thils nnflrgo

ing followed by the class.

nf struly hp-

While it might not be possible to meet all these criteria in every
case, one or more should be met, depending on the occupation in view
and the farm situation.

Of the many adjustments, then, that are needed for vocational
agriculture in the "golden sixties", and for which ways and means of
imPlementation should be devised, I have named four: bring about
greater utilization of technological developments; put greater depth
into teaching through greater emphasis on the scientific understand-
ings undergirding agricultural practices; apply instruction in agri-
culture to a broader range of occupational goals; and make greater
use of farming programs for guidance and experiential background.
If a discussion were to be carried out on these adjustments it could
move this thinking forward to reveal many other adjustments, as well
as ways and means so that vocational agriculture might become more
dynamic, challenging, and personally more significant and exciting
to youth in the sixties. I would like now to turn to several prob-
lem areas that must be attacked with vigor by leaders in agricultural
education.

Problem Areas For Consideration

The first of these problem areas I shall call the correction of
the incomplete or distorted image of agriculture in the minds of
school counselors, other educators, many parents and the general pub-
lic. The colleges of agriculture are greatly concerned about this
because of the widenimg gap caused by increasing agricultural career
raacement opportunities in contrast to decreasing enrollments of stu-
dents majoring in agriculture. All of us are aware of school admin-
istrators who have been misled on the importance of vocational agri-
culture through misinterpretation of statistical data on trends and
the error of thimking of fhrming and agriculture as synonymous. Many
examples could be cited at this point if time permitted.

It is interesting to note, in passing, that the U. S. Bureau of
the Census considers farming and agriculture as more or less synony-
mous. On the other hand, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which an-
nually publishes the Occupational Outlook Handbook used 14 pages in
its 1959 edition to list and describe the agricultural occupations
other than farmimg, all under the chapter title of "Agricultural Occu-
pations".
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Much needs to be done by many different agencies and institutions
to create a truer image of agriculture, and in many states there is
much progress. In Michigan we have made a start, but mach remains
to be done. We have given wide distributionto several documents.
One of these is "Four Pallacies About Agriculture" by Dr. C. P. Wilson,
Director of the School of Agriculture, Kansas State University.
Another is a brochure, "A Look at Agriculture in Michigan" prepared
under the auspices of the State Curriculum Coraittee on Agricultural
Education, which is a state advisory committee. This cammittee also
prepared and gave widedistributionto a pamphlet to aid school coun-
selors to work with teachers in vocational guidance in regard to ag-
riculture.

Tbere is also a need to present a truer image of vocational ag-
riculture. The most significant thing we have done in Michigan in
the past two years is the publishing and dissemination of a statement
of belieft. This is in the form of a pamphlet setting forth the
philosophy and objectives of vocational agriculture as developed
cooperatively by the state consultant staff and the teacher educa-
tion staff end usefta in helping create a truer image of vocational
agriculture. The state consultant staff has worked with many school
administrators in state and regional conferences using this statement.

We have accepted opportunities to speak to teachers in univer-
aity-based guidance institutes preparing to became school counselors.
We have endeavored to give a true picture to gradmate stadents major-
ing in administration and in guidance. We have conducted and report-
ed research to discover much-needed information on agricultural bus-
inesses, industries, services, and professions. Teachers of agricul-
ture have been encouraged to pitch their instruction to a broader oc-
cupational base and to teach occupational information about agricul-
ture. But with all this activity the true image of agriculture and
of vocational agriculture has not yet been seen by the great majority
of the peolAe.

If' this association is looking for a worthwhile project to launch
I ean think of no better one at the moment than that of reacreating
a truer image of agriculture and of vocational agriculture in the
minds of educators and the general public.

The second prdhlem area to which / would call your attention is
that of devising new types of instructional programs, of trying them
out, and of installing them in schools and community colleges., in-
cluding those that have never offered vocational agriculture.

Agricultural educators have sometimes been inclined to ration-
alize the failure of local boards of education to maiatain or in-
stall vocational agricalture by implying that administrators are ob-
tuse or lack vision, that college admission requirements are too aca-
demic, that many schools are too small, that mach of the land is of
marginal character, that uxbanization has taken place, or that other



factors are the cause. But if we approach this with imagination, it
would seem that more experimental programs could be devised and tried
out. We need not wait for word from 'Washington. Actually, experi-
mental programs have been encouraged by the Federal office for some-
time.

The mddwest Airborne Television project financed by a $7 mil-

1

lion foundatian grant will get under way experimentally next month.
Thr Agmt.Pmher It Will hg nrrvtrirltina inm-h-rrirsti on 1-.n fan cm-I.:gyp-hi:A bal

mmion school pupils in parts of six states. There is no instruc-
tion provided in agriculture. Should there be? People in many
fields have been experimenting with teaching machines. Is there a
place for these in agriculture?

On a recent visit to one state I inquired of a man in a position
of leadership wtat was being done in that state to prepare for the
training of technicians in agriculture. His immediate reply, think-
ing of the N.D.E.A., Title VIII, was "Nothing. The Federal office
says, 'There is to be no program because there are no technicians in
agrioulture'." On the other hand a committee in another state, work-
ing with representatives of fruit growers, processors and distributors
has been told by these representatives that they do, indeed, employ
technicians. Is the best answer to be found through bureaucratic
authority or through well designed research on the question? DT.
George Brandon, who has conducted as much research as anyone of wham
I am aware on techniciAns in industry says that on the basis of his
studies and what is known about the nature of the work of technicians,
there is every reason to believe that there are technicians in agri-
cultural production, business, and industry. Assuming that tY.is
true, what would happen if financial support were to be made avOlable
to start programs for training technicians in agriculture? If laaders
in industrial education were the only ones who had had experience and
had done research in this area, the answer is rather Obvious. What
should leaders ia agricultural education be doing?

Dr. Walter Cocking, retired editor of The School Ekecutive (naw
Otrerview) and himself an experienced administrator of schools nein-
taining programs of vocational agriculture, in a recent talk to a
graduate class of the speaker's made this statement: "Vocational ag-
riculture is at the crossroads. Either it will adjust its objectives
and wograms to the dynamic and rapidly changing,occupational comgex
or it will gradually recede or be crawded out by programs that are
so adjusted." The implication that I draw from his statement is that
onto the solid, sturdy root stock of vocational agriculture must
comehaw be grafted the vigorous branches that will reflect the new
values, understandings and skills demanded in the agricultural seg-
ment of our d7namic economy, and that will wonote renewed growth
and productiveness.

The third major problem area to which I would call attention is
the vocational guidance of the more able and talented youth in cur
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rural areas. Of course, all of these who are interested in farming
and for whom there can be found opportunities should be guided to
make a beginning and advance in farming. But this will not takeall of the talented. Many more farm youth of high potential areneeded in colleges of agriculture to prepare for careers in agricul-tural technology, agricultural engineering, agricultural businessesand professional services. Teachers of agriculture today need tobe much better students than those of a generation ago. The quality,the impact of programs of vocational agriculture on the rural economyand social life, yes even the continued existence of these programswill depend. on the success of our profession in attracting to itthe best minds and personalities from among colleges of agriculture.

Who Should Blue-Print The l'Uture of Vocations/ Agriculture?

A bit of reflection on the adjustments needed in vocational ag-riculture and the three problem areas briefly outlined leads to the
third nujor question to be raised in this paper: Who is blue-printingthe fUture of vocational agriculture? As diligent and. devoted teacher
educators, we have been trying to do better our assigned task of pre-paring, and professionally educating, in-service the teachers of vo-
cational agriculture for whom we are inescapably responsible. We have
done this by passing on the heritage of over 50 years of development
of know-how possessed and exemplified by the more successflil prac-titioners. Bat successta operation according to formula sometimeshas taken precedence over creative planning and teaching. State
consultants have tended, too, to be pre-occu?ied. with operations.
They, and. we as teacher-educators, often have been the ones to whomteachers have turned for napping of programs and prescription of prac-tices in teaching vocational agriculture. If teachers have Manedto exhibit creativeness, ingenuity, and. the experimental approach to
developnent of new and. promising departures what is the reason? Isit sbecau3e few among us have opened. their minds for new ideas? Have
we really encouraged them to be daring, or have we urged. them onlyto stick to the tried and tested procedures?

Man in his life passes through five stages, of which I will com-ment on three. During youth he flexes his nuscles. He is daring andwilling to try his hand at a variety of activities. He is vigorousand ambitious. Youth is a time when new ideas are embraced and ex-perimented with. As nun reaches raturity he grows in self confidenceand in a feeling of self assurance and accomplishment that follows
realization that the courses of action selected were good. His
morale is high, and there is concentration on the carrying out of
ideas of suitable ways and means to attain comnonly accepted goals.
Middle age, however, is a period when habits tend to become fixed,
and one becomes stubborn in his resistance to change.

If we can liken vocational agriculture to nun, in which stage'is it today? Does vocational agriculture still have youth, vigor,
and. daring? Is it characterized by emphasis on operation of the safe



and sane? Is it already showing signs of aging that inevitably might
lead to senility and retirement? To what extent are the character-
istics of vocational agriculture in the sixties a reflection of what
the leadership in t' :profession does? Let us face these questions
with perception and candor. Have we adequately described the role
of vocational agriculture in the sixties and are we fully aware of
how vastly different this is or should be fram the role of vocation-
al agriculture of the twenties?

Another charonte2istic of middle age or old age is the tendency
to resist attacks, to hold on to possessions, and to became stubborn
in resistance to change. A youth is not so concerned if he is de-
prived of same possession or privilege. He takes on samething else.
,Sol I ask, have the leaders in vocational aviculture after forty-five
years now became overly "protective"? Programs, policies, and prin-
ciples have recently came under scrutiny, and sometimes justifiably
so. Have leaders, then, tended to bolster threatened positions and
gp on the defensive when they should come to grips with criticsms in
a re-examination of what they are doing, taking a fresh look at new
needs and new demands in order to chart better programs?

Who is baue-printing the Alture of vocational agriculture? I
an challenging the young men of this profession and the "middle-aged
nen" who are young in mind and spirit because I believe they are the
ones to do it.

Responsibilities in Education of FUture Leaders

If the questions just raised were fuLly explored one would soan
be aware that somewhere there is a responsibility for selecting and
educating the titure leadership in agricultural education. And, of
course, the neMbers of the American Association of Teadher Educators
in Agricultur9 nust accept a major share of this responsibility. If
this is so, let us start by considering, in Addftion to the attitudes
I have mentioned, some of the attributes thaJni4ght be envisioned in
fUture leaders in the field of agricultural education. I will men-
tion four.

First, these leaders will need a broader understanding of the
principles, programs, anti 7arogram planning procedures in all of voca-
tional education and the yractica2 arts than leaders of the past.
The methods of financing or reiMbursing programs have created rather
artificial barriers - sometimes even called high fences -around what
me think of as the fields of vocational education. But a possessive
attitude - "this is vocational agriculture, this is distributive eta-
cation" - will only be a handicap. Fbr example: rural development --
or resource development if you will -- for people in economice/ly de-
pressed and sparsely settled areas of our country calls for leaders
who know how to work with a variety of agencies, institutions and
citizen groups to develop a variety of programs to aid then to make
a, better living. The programs cut across several of what have become
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traditional fields. The people whom they are designed to help, how-
ever, care little what labels are put on these wograms. This has
been impressed especially on those who bave worked in other countries
as consultants on vocational education.

The preparation of rural youth of this country for entry and
advancement ia off-farn occupations having agricultural attributes
necessitates the cooperative work of agricultural educators and bus-
iness and industrial educators. They will need to speak a common
lamguaae and be able to cooperAtA -tn renpArch s+11(340A ttnA 4n mil+14n_

ing the sttbstantive elements of training programs.

I submit that leaders in the several fields of vocational eau-
cation have not always been able to speak a comion language. This
has been impressed upon me rather dramatically as a result of an ex-
perience during the past year. About eighteen months ago the Michigan
State Board.of Control for Vbcational Education made a grant of $75,000
for a three-year study to evaluate vocational education in the state.
The study was latuiched with the naming of four task forces. I found
myself as chairman of the one on philosophy and objectives of VOCEt
tional education. We have members from the teacher eatieation and con-
sultant staffs frmn the fOur fields, as well as administrators and
other general professional educators. Eight all-day meetings have
been held to-date, in addition to many meetingsby-committees or-
ganized 'by-members of the task force. We have a statement of objec-
tives of (total) eaucation, but are still trying to come to agreement
on the meaning, nature, purposes, process, and expected outcomes
of vocational education.

This experience of trying to get a group of people like this to
came to grips with Objectives And processes that are common to several
fields of vocational education has been a revelation to me. People
in business education almost never have spoken of "vocational" edu-
eation, even though they are engaged in it. The home economics eau-
cation people use the term largely to connote a reimbursable program,
yet difTerences in outcomes of these programs compared to non-reim-
bursed programa are difficult to find. People in trade and industrial
edueation often tend to use the tern synonymously with vocational ed-
ugation. Administrators maintain that all school sttbjects contribute
to occupational competency, so they want to know what is vocational
education.

It has become increasingly mlear that the leaders in the several
fields of vocational education just have not known as well as they
should how to taIk to one another mad to other educators about VD...

cational education as a totality. They need to become better able
to work witE other educators to improve the entire program of educa-
tion at all levels, and including vocational education.

The discussions -lich our task force has held are renarkable not
so much because of documents produced as for growth of the members
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in the development of a philosophy. I would wholeheartedly recommend
this adventure in hard thinking to other states. It might not be
a bad thing on a regional or national scale.

Turning to the second. attribute of leaders of the future, le
us say that competency is needed in the interpretation of social.,
economic, and educational, trends, and. in the determination of the im-
plications of these trends for vocational education. If we agree
that one learns what he practices, let us be quite specific here and
suggest that the fUture leader should have practice in the identifica-
tion of trends from data, and. in finding data to substantiate or re-
fUte alleged trends. He should then practice the drawing of imaica-
tions for vocational education from then. He coad well start with

.the 55 trends so well substantiated at Purdue by Professors Woerd.ehoff,
Nelson and. Coster. These trends were ranked by vocational eftcators
in all fields; by economists, sociologists, and educational philoso-
phers; and by representatives of management and. labor. Students in
one of my graduate courses have done this, and. they say this is the
most revealing and rewarding activity of the course. This is one
way in which we "stretch" potential leaders and help than to gain ed.-
ucational stature and vision.

The third attribute follows fiom what / have just been saying.
Me ftture leaders in agricultural education will need a broad prepara-
tion base, with advanced study in sociology, economics, psychology
and communication arts. Sociologists lave made many important contri-
butions, including the identification of types of farmers according
to their adoption of approved farming. practices; analysis of occupa-
tional aspirations and expectations of youth with related factors
leading to a better understanding of vocational development; and., with
the assistance of psychologists, the improvemeit of processes l'or work-
ing with groups and role identification. Many of us have been impressed
with what teacher educators at North Carolina State College have done
in the application of principles of rural sociology to community study
in the undergraduate training program of teachers of agriculture.
Their success in this is an outstanding example of a cooperative pro-
ject between education and a related discipline. We need more of
this.

The last attribute to be mentioned is the possession of under-
standings and competency In international education. I do not need
to remind you that the fUture freedom and. prosperity of this country
is intimately tied to that of the rest of the free world, and that
the responsibilities in vocational education in underdeveloped coun-
tries are very great. You and 2. are camnitted. to the belief that
education is the most effective means of helping people to help them-
selves. Teaching people haw to teach others the vocation of farming
so as to improve their livixig ranks high as a needed activity. Some
of us have bad opportimities to work with educators in other countries.
These opportunities will increase. Pot example, our own institution
now has university contracts with I.C.A. or with private foundations
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in seven different countries in Asia, Africa, and South America, and
has over fifty faculty members at work in these countries. Many of
the teachers in our states are now or will be working in technical
assistance programs. All of us have been involved in working with
educators from other countries who are flocking to our universities
and public schools .n increasing numbers. How well prepared are we
to understand these people and the cultures from which they come?
Have we been successfhl in sensing their needs end in helping them
to meet these needs? Do we know how to demonstrate that learning isfor doing and not for cold storage? Have we the ability to commini-
cate to them the philosophies of education 4n this country, and the
ways in which educational programs are affE..,..ted by these philosophies
and our own culture?

/f we are to nake significant progress in answering these ques-
tions perhaps one of the real needs may be for a national center to.
prepare leaders in agricultural education for their role in inter-
national education. / am not aware that any university is now doing
this on a broad scale although some are working at it. Some means
should be :found for up-grading all of us in this respect.

These, then, are some of the attributes that should be possessed
by leaders in the golden sixties. It should be a che/lenge to the
membership of this organization to assist those who have leadership
potential to develop these qualities.

In the more than three and a half decades during which I have
been .privileged to be associated with this profession, many problems
and Aitficulties have been experienced. None have been more perplex-
ing and. challenging than those that lie ahead in this decade. But
the strength, the spirit of service, and the devotion to ideals made
manifest by the members of this profession have not been surpassed
by any comparable group. As I look down the road ahead I have an =-
shaken ftaith that the leaders of the future will, through their vision,
zeal, and concern for humem betterment, lead. us to greater heights
of professional cooperation and useftlness.
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RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT

H. M. Hamlin
Chairman of Agricultural Education

University of Illinois
1959

This is a good ttme to look:backward and forward.

We misjudge the present and the prospects for the fhture if we
do not know haw the present came to be.

Many of the younger generation believe a mythology about public
school education in agriculture. They seem to believe that:

1. Public school education in agriculture began with the Smith-
Hughes Aet and would end if national aid were discontinued.

2. Vocational agriculture is the only form of public school edu-
cation in agriculture or at least the only form worthy of con-
sideratiaa.

3. The fhture of vocational agriculture is the fhture of the high
school program in vocational agriculture.

My good. friend, Gordon Berg, has his special brand of mytholocl.y.
He thinks that the fhture of public school education in agriculture
depends upon decisions by Dr. Spanton.

How tdd We Get This Way?

Lethally, agriculture was first taught in an American schoal in
1734, .rin an Aneriean high school in 1821, in a public elementary school

in 18,J, and in a public high schocl in 1902. Before the Smith-HUghes
Act was passed in 1917:

8 states had set up non-collegiate state schools of agri-
culture.

3 states had created comgressional district schools of agri-
culture.

5 states had established county agricultural schools.
5 states required'agriculture to be taught in all rural

schools.
7 states required the teaching of agriculture in all ele-

mentary schools,
2 states had provided agricultural high schoals.
9 states gave fimancial aid for the teaching of agriculture.
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In 1916, 3181 high schools were teaching agriculture, about a
third of the number now teaching it.

The development of public school education in agriculture was
a grass-roots movemeat that grew for decades before the Smith-Hughes
Act was passea. The Act reflected a desire to encourage and extend
what was already goiag on in some schools.

Education for useful work is rooted deeply in our culture. We
hove expected our people to work from the days when John Smith pro-
vided the Virginia colonists with a choice to work or to starve. The
Puritans frowned upon all forms of recreation. Our religious tradi-
tion called for work; Nork for the Night is Comdng" was long one of
.our most sung hymns. We have sometimes made a fetish of work. Dr.
Robert J. Havighurst of the University of Chicago said a few years
ago that "In American society, life.work is the most important single
thing about a man. He has been taught to evaluate his worth to so-
ciety, and sometimes his worth in the sight of God, by the level of
his occupation and the quality of his performance in it."

EVery American colony had its compulsory apprenticeship laws.
Vbcational education was the first .compUlsory education we had in
this country. We have had a long-staading fear, especially in the
rural areas, that the schools will educate away from work, rather
than prepare for usefhl work.

It was out of this tradition that agricultural education emerged.
It was well under way in the schools when. the Smith-Hughes Act was
passed and it would have continued to develop if the Act had never
beea passed.

The Smith-Hughes Act edbodied a.zreat idea. We ought to try it
with all its implications sometime. The big idea has been whittled
down to the size of the men who have interpreted, and administered it.

The Act was based upon conceptions that:

1. Education should be provided for workers in all occupations re-
quiring special knowledge and skill, not merely for workers
ia the professions.

2. Vbcational education should be available fOr all who are 14.
years of age or over, not merely fbr those 14 to 17 years of
age.

3. Vbcational education should be conducted as an integral part
of the ;alio school system, not in separate schools, and not
as a fringe activity of the public schools. Proponents of
the Act argued that the provision of vocational education in the
public schools would improve the schools as a whole, make them
more attractive, iacrease their holding power; make them more
realistic and practical) and motivate learning of many types
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by relating it to the students' vocational objectives.

4. Public education is a cooperative enterprise involving the
school districts, the states, and the nation.

The Smith-Hughes Act was intended to encourage vocatical edu-
cation in farming, not to kill off all other forms of agricultural
education in the public schools. There are four other forms.

1. Agricultural education provided through the non-egricultural
subjects in the elementary schools, high schools, community
colleges, and adult divisions of schoal systems.

.2. Courses in general agriculture for those who have not made
occupational choices.

3. Courses in non-vocational agriculture for those who are en-
gaged in or who expect to engage in occupxtians other than agri-
culture as their primary means of earning a living.

4. Agricultural elucatian for workers in agricultural occupations
other than fhrming.

The growth and development of public schoal education in agricul-
ture has been almost uhbelievable to one who has seen most of it oc-
cur. My first contacts with it were in 1911 as a student in a class
in agriamlture in a Minnesota high school, 48 years ago.

What was public school education in agriculture like in 1911?
There were no specially prepared teachers of agriculture. The first
departments of agricultural education in the colleges were established
at about this time. There vas no special state supervision of agri-
cultural education. There were no organizations of professional work-
ers in the field. NO national funds were available and only a few
states provided state funds. There was no literature of agricultural
education, no research on which to draw in developing the prommn.
The farmers for wham the program waq intended were commonly indiffer-
ent or antagonistic. The stibject matter to be tamght was unreliable.

There have been treuendous accomplishments in the last 48 years:

400,000 are now enrolled in high school vocational agri-
culture.

300,000 are now enrolled annually in classes for young
and adult farmers.

$60 million is spent annually for vocational education in
agriculture.

The states and the school districts now contribute three
out of each four dollars spent for salaries and travel.
When expenditures for buildings, equipment, and sup-
plies are included, the state and school districts of
Illinois contribute seven of each eight dollars.



Enormous numbers were enrolled in war-training and veterans
programs during and following World War II.

The national organization of teachers of vocational agri-
culture has 9,000 members.

There is a strong national organization, the American Vb-
cational Association.

The latest report of the Office of Education indicates
that 2,(1,j0 studies in agricultural education have been
completed.

State supervision, superior to that in uost subject-
matter fields, has been provided.

Departments of agrictural education in the colleges have
achieved status among the departments of their colleges
and universities.

The budget for teacher education in agriculture at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, below $10,000 in 1938, is now in
excess of $125,000.

Can greater development since 1911 be cited in other fields?

Where Are We Now?

We have been going through a Pioneering stage in pUhlic school
education in agriculture, paralleling the period when Americans lived
in log cabins and sod huts. To consider this period to be one in
which agricultural edueation rose to its ultimate peak and then be-
gan to decline is to misread history as badly as it ean be misread.

We have came into an era when we are examining what we have
and what we are doing. This is a sign of health and harbinger of fU-
tare growth and development.

We should not be discouraged because we are not fkirther along
in developing the ;One school edueation in agriculture that is need-
ed. It takes a long time to build a national program of public eiu-
cation in any area.

Building upon the foundation we have, we should make more pro-
gress in the next 48 years than we have made in the last 48 years.

Alb be sure, same of the foundation is not sound, and will have to
be cleared away, but there is much in our tradition that will be very
helpfa.

There is not time to recount all of the problems we now face,
but I can comment upon a few of them.

We are well aware of the deeline of the percentage of farm 's
in the population. This means principally that, with a rapidly An-
creasing total population, there were never so many dependent upon
so few for the necessities of life, and that far more thorowgh edu-
cation, continued throughout their active careers, is required fbr
those who remain'in farming. We have not came close to providing the
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education Darmers really need. Why do we think that we are running
out of work?

We have contributed to a situation in which we worry about sur-
pluses of food, rather than about shortages as we did prior to the
passage of the Smith-Hughes Act. May our worries always be about

surpluses, rather than shortages: If we allow agricultural educa-
tion to slip, our situation could be quickly reversed.

Agriculture is still a tremendous industry involving 40 per-
cent of the labor force of the United States. Our vision shaald en-

compass agriculture, not merely fhrming. We do not yet know what
our contribution to elucation for agricultural occupations other

.than Diming is to be, or how to make it, but it could conceivably

be a very great one.

A modem general education would. acquaint students with all of
the Important parts of their environment. Agriculture is vita to

the very existence of everyone and would not be overlooked.

Governmental policy for agriculture, made by a people primarily
urban, has become critically important. We neglect the agricultural

education of non-farmers at our peril.

Thirty thousand occupations compete with ftrming for our talent-
ed farm youth. A cauplicated high school curriculum provides many
subjects which compete with agriculture.

Specialized counselors are having a L. ,ar part in determing the

courses students take. We must work with them to take sure that op-
portunities in agriculture receive adequate consideration.

We have just passed the lowest point in the cycle of interest

In vocational education. High interest in it developed before and.
immediately after the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act. The recent

interest in shoring up science, matheiatics, English, and. the 3 It's,

which needed to be shored up, nay soon be displaced by a new interest

in vocational education.

"Technical education" is already popular in many quarters. By
the most comnonly accepted definition it is education for occupations
requiring more than high school education and less than four years

of college. This embraces most education beyond the high school

for ihrmers and for workers in many other agricultural occupations.

We should not be misled by the narrow definition of "Technical Edu-
cation" in the Defense Education Act of 1958; this will have to be

revised.
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Where Should We Go?

The general direction in which we should move in the next 48
years is apparent. A tremendous amount of work is required in hew-
ing out the specific prograns of agricultural education that will
be needed.

We can base our planning for the fUture upon a few general prin-
cirles;

1. Appropriate agricultural education should be provided for
all Americans, not merely for fhrmers or workers in agri-
cultural occupations.

2. Agricultural education should be provided in every unit of
the public school system; elementary school, Junior high
school, senior high school, community college, technical
institute, adult divisia_

3. Agricultural education nust find its place in a new compre-
hensive institution designed to provide education beyond the
high school for those who do not balong in the four-year col-
leges and universities.

4. Long-term public policy for the developnent of public school
education in agriculture mast be evolved in the school dis-
tricts, the states, and. the nation.

To implement these principles, we mist:
Continue the development of vocational education in agricul-

ture as it was contenrplated. under the Smith-Hughes Act.
Provide the four other types of agricultural education I have

mentioned.
Develop appropriate programs of agricultural education in each
unit of the ;Olio school system.

Work closely with our professional associates in all fields
of education.

Establish adequate machinery for developing policy for rub -
lic school education in agriculture.

The first and. most important step is to revise our nechinery for
policy. making. We have often failed to recognize that in this country
citizens have the final responsibility fbr public policy including
policy for public school education in agriculture. We in the profes-
sion have often failed to encourage the local, state, and national
policy making bodies to develop and emact adequate policy and to give
them the information and the help they need in providing it.

The most important policy making group is the local board of ed-
ucation. We have commonly ignored the local boards, working instead
with teachers and administrators, although these boards can make or
break public school education in agriculture.
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In Illinois, and probably in limy other state, state policy for
public school education in agriculture has been intrusted to a poorly
constituted state board. of vocational education, which is concerned
only with .one of the five forms of agricultural education. In Ill-
inois, the legislature has dealt with public school education in
agriculture only in two ways: in 1918 it accepted the provisions of
the Smith-Hughes Act; each biennium since it has appropriated rather
generously for the program in vocational education in agriculture.
We in agriculture/ education have had no part in the development of
state policy for the rablic schoals as a whole, although agricultural
education in the schools is increasingly affected by it. We become
aroused about state policy only when our special fluids are threatened.
Then v..: organize pressures to keep them.

National policy making for agricultural education and all other
forms of public education is even more haphazard. We rely upon Con-
gress as our policy raking body, but Congress has too :many other in-
terests to give adequate attention to education. After 170 years
it has produced no national policy toward. education. Instead it has
created some 300 national programs in the field of education, admin-
istered by about 200 agencies of government, each operating under
a separate set of policies. Our legislations for vocational educa-
tion is artifically separated frau legislation for other forms of
public education. Two nationally aided programs of agricultural edu-
cation, vocational agriculture and agricultural extension, are treated
by Congress as though they had no relation to each other.

We in agricultural education pioneered in the developnent of
advisory committees composed of lay citizens, but we have.never seen
very:clearly their relationship to the development of publicpolicy
for agricultural education. In my opinion, the principal itnction of
these committees is to aid. local, state, and. national policy making
bodies in the development of policy. There are three reasons why
they are needed in policy developnent. Our policy making bodies are
not adequately representative of the pub3.ic. They have not by them-
selves been able over the decades and centuries to evolve adequate
policies for i:ublic education; they need help from their fellow citi-
zens. If they do not do what needs to be done on behalf of the rub-
lic, policy decisions are made by professional educators who have no
right to make then. Policy nuking bodies need both lay and profession-
a3. help.

There are certain basic policy questions which only the citizenry
or its adequate representatives can answer:

1. How is policy to be developed, interpreted, executed, and publicized?
2. Viho are to be served by the public schools? How? How utich? When?

Where?
3. What public purposes are the schools to serve?
4. How is the public to decide whether the schocas are accomplishing

its pirposes?
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5. How are the schools to be organized and administered?
6. How are adequate professianal end non-professional staffs to be

secured and held?

7. How is the school's program to be planned?
8. How are adequate fluids and facilities to be provided?

There is probably not a situation in the United States, local,
state or national, where these questions have been answered adequately
for agricultural education. Most of the schools in which aaricul.
ture is taught have no organized written policies. Many of the "pol-
icies" which have been developed would not bear close scrutiny. Many
alleged policy statements are statements of rules and regulations and
do not answer the basic policy questions. In many cases policy has
.been developed by a few people and is unknown to the school staffs
or the constituencies of the schools.

It is time that we in agricultural education face the first "fact
of life" in our field: that control is vested with the voters and
that, if we are to have sound policy for pdblic schoca education in
agriculture, it will be authorized by citizens. I nominate as the
silliest statement of the year the one made at the National Conference
on Agricultural Education in March, 1959, to the effect that "We
who are in this roam (head state supervisors and teacher trainers)
will determine the future of agricultural education in this country."

The Role of Agricultural Teacher Biucators ta. Bringing
About Needed Changes

We in teacher education will, of course, bear a heavy responsi-
bility for what is to happen la public school education in agriculture.

No group is as mach respansible as teacher educators for the myth-
ology about agricultural education to which I referred at the begin-
ning of my talk. We must have an accurate versian of history and an
adequate knowledge of the present situation to decide what to do in
the future.

I have the following specific suggestions regarding the role of
teacher educators in this transitional period.

We must do what we can through preservice and inservice programs
to prepare teachers for change,to encourage thought about the nature
of change, and to stimdlate creativity.

We must serve, far more than we have, as consultants to policy
making groups, citizens committees, and school administrators.

We must devote far more time thaa we have to the research and
planning required in shaping a new prognmn. We should be working
actively in pilot centers of many types where the most promising
ideas are tried out.
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We must assume our unique responsibility in tbe planning of courses
in agriculture for,the schools. What is being done by university per-
sonnel in redesigning secondary school science and, mathematics offers
suggestions for our procedures. We shall lag far behind other fields
if we expect local teachers of agriculture to do all-of the course
planning that is done.

In most states, we shall have to build from the ground-up pro-
grams in four of the five recognized fields of agricultural educa-
tion: agricultural education provided by teachers other than teachers
of.agriculture, general agriculture, non-vocational agriculture, and
agricultural education for non-farming occupations.

, _We shall need comprehcisive and balanced departments of agri-
cultural education in our colleges and universities, which provide
preservice education, inservice education, graduate work, research,
and the preparation of publications (professional and subject-matter)
for use in the field. Departments of this kind will require more staff
and more fands thmn we have. Some states cannot provide them, but
should,join other, states to make them. possible.

Most of all we in teacher etication need a brcad vision ofthe
possibilities of agricultural education. Our present problem in
agricultural education is not going to be solvealby. adopting some
panacea, such as training for related occupations in the high school.
lie must do more than tinker with the details of our present program.
What we must do will require a long time, but we can keep the pab-
lic happy as long as we are moving, as rapidly as possible, in the
right,direction. Defensiveness in adherence to the status quo will
-not pay off.

Those most capable of leading in the reconstruction of public
school education in agriculture are usually to be found in teacher
education. If we in teacher education work wisely and tactfally
with teachers, supervisors and policy making groups, we can lave a
tremendous impact.

There is great need in our field for able young men with bold
new ideas. And for older men who have them, for that matter.

Conclusion

We are in the third stage of the evolution of public school ed-
ucation in agriculture.

In the first stage, the communities and, states began the teach-
ing of agriculture. In the second stage, there was extensive develop-
ment under the Smith-Hughes and related acts. Ware :now in the pro-
cess of developing a modernized, comprehensive propmm ofpablic school
elueation in agriculture which continues and improves what we have
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begun in vocational education in agriculture but which recognizes
that all are in need of appropriate education in agriculture.

We shall be pretty stupid if we let the program in public school
education in agriculture go down the drain just at the time when it
could have its greatest development. I dan't think we're stupid.
We in agricultural education can rise to the occasion with which we
are canfronted. We have many people of high ability in our field,
who comnand the confidence of those who kaow them. And teacher edu-
cators will be in the vanguard of the recanstruction movement.

Tbe program of public school education in agriculture to be de-
veloped must be a program in the public interest, not one developed
to serve us, and it must be planned by adequate representatives of
the public with our help. It must be clearly related to basic Amer-
ican traditions and ideals and, if it is, the American people will
give us ever-increasing support.
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vocATIoNAL AGRICULTURE AND EIXJCATION AS A WHOLE

Henry S. Brunner
Head, Department ofAgriciatural FAucation

The Pennsylvania State,University
1958' .

It is to be hoped, and. we rust be assured, that you understood.

the aspiration, the "W", in the last word of the announced subject

to which I am addressing myself. The word. is W-H-O-L-E; not without

the "W". An article published during the last year opened with the

statement, "Vocational Agriculture has reached the bemused age of

40." My own reaction, clothed in memories f David Grayson's "Ad-

ventures' in Contentment", was a comforbab'e and favort.ae one. But

looking the word "bemused" up in the dicLionary 'we find it really .

means "dazed, muddled, stupefied." I wonder if we are ready to agree

that Vocational Aviculture is dazed, muddled. and/or E,;:upefied.

Much rather I would like to have agreement here this morning that

we may bave confidence n Vocational Agriculture in our American high.

schools because we believe that this unique instrument of democratic

education has served our Nation well. Certainly the program is

not perfect. This is the beauty of democracy that there are always

higher goals, and. that the need to improve our ways of doing things

is always urgent. Can we agree also that the way of progress lies

in doing more of the good things already under way, in refining pro-

cedures now in the pioneering stage, in making available to more stu-
dents the advantages currently enjoyed by those enrolled in the best
of our schools?

When the wandering scholars of the Middle Ages gathered about them

the students who came to listen, question, and discuss, history saw

the beginning of the modern school. In the experience of a common

search for understanding there was unity, wholeness. For a long

while American education has contented itself with the Mark Hopkins'
symbol of the student and teacher, poised on the log of learning.

Our concept of education as a whole calls for a new symbol to enlarge

Mr. Hopkins' log. The new educational symbol must carry .the fact of
joint enterprise, the common concerns from many directions for the
many aspects of a total human personality and his place in the soc:i.ety.

We submit, therefore, that the fundamental intellectual basis
upaa which a teacher must operate and develop his philosophy is:

A CaliCEPT OF SOCIEIT
Democracy

Regard. for the individual

2. Sharing and participation in the direc-
tion of society.



3. Fhith in intelligent thinking.

In a democracy we believe in the individual, and the right for
individual recognition and reward. We mast have faith and confidence
that a man has within himself the capacity to build for himself and
to participate in building for his neighbor across the street and
across the sea, a better world.

Since the unit of consideration is the individual, the teacher
will, of necessity, need to formulate:

A CONCEPT OF INDIVIEUALITY
No natter what the Society
The Individual has needs--

Food.

Clothing
Shelter
Social Adjustment
Emotional Security

This brings us to consideration of the teacher's role. He is the
representative of the schodls, the educational system, and it is his
responsibility to carry out:

THE FUNCTION OF THE SCHOOL

Not only to meet the
needs of individuals,
but also to preserve
the Society

Not by meeting needs
directly but by mak-
ing individuals better
able to solve their
own problems.

When this dual function of education is realized, we automatically
project the assumption that it is in the kind of a society for which
we have set ourselves to work, that these needs can best be met.

The school as a whole carries out its function through:

THE CURBICUMM
Based on:

Skill s

Knowledges
Attitudes
Judgments
Trait s

Interests
Aptitudes
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And, in one way or arother, whether it be systematically organ-
ized, or simply a matter of community reaction this school program
and the outcames of education everywhere will be subject to:

EVALUATION

- mist and progressively will have to
do with standards of living.

- must show a relationship to the Con-
cept of Society originally set as
the gora.

With this as guiding philosophy then, there has been prepared,
under the slogan title of "TBIS WE BELIEVE", an organization of ideas
which may be presented as a rationale for a program of preparation
for teachers of vocational agriculture.

THIS WE BELIEVE...

"THE TEEM" MUST HAVE--

A desire to teach'
A willingness to work
An appreciation of scholarship
A concept of "the individual"
A sympathetic personality
A love of rural life
A sense of moral responsibility
A commitment to the ideals of freedom

"THE TEACHIER" MJST KNOW--

Soils and fertility
Feeds and. feeding
Culture of crops
Livestock Diseases - prevention and treatment
Market demands - quality products
Management practices
Conservation procedures
Machinery selection and naintenance
Pa= structures' needs
Leadership and citizenship qualities

"THE TEACHER" MUST UNDERSTAND--

How pupils learn
The techniques that facilitate learning
The worth of the individual
The family as a unit
The importance of encouragenent
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The influence of enthusiamn
Youth's need for love
The power of the spirit

Quoting from the 36th Yearbook of the American Association of
School Administrators:

"We reaffini the belief that our schools must be dedi-
cated to the sound education of every youth; whatever his
talents or his handicaps. We must be concerned with the
development of every student's fall intellectual capa-
city, but we mast pay adequate attention also to the
other aspects of his growth. Our high schools are we-
cious to us as symbols of democracy, but their chief
value lies in their power as instruments for strength-
ening our people one by one and so carrying forward for
another generation the endless struggle to liberate and
dignify the human spirit."

And borrowing from the poets:

"Know this that every soul is free
To choose his life and what he'll be,
For this eternal truth is given,
That God. will force no man to heaven.

"He'll call, persuade, direct aright--
Bless with wisdom, love, and light--
In nameless ways be good and kind,
But never force the human mind..

"Freedom and reason make us men;
Take these away, what are we then?"

We submit, then, that it is the business of Vocational Agricul-
ture and Education as a whole to engage in a titanic effort to weld
dtverse forces divided by economic rivalry, idealogical discord, and
conflicting national interests into an effective instrument of brother-
hood for understanding and peace. This we can do in our own field
thraagh the teachers we prepare if we broaden their horizons, stimu-
late their imaginations, and lift their ambitions to new heights --
to develop them into men who can think cleaay and. make mmal judg-
ments; men who will be vocal for truth.

They, in turn, wiLl carry the banners aml do these things for
their own students, not ia addition to preparing them fOr useful oc-
cupations, but as a part of that weparation, as a part of Vocational
'Agriculture.
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THE' IMPORTANCE OF MONEY MANAGEMENT IN FARMING -
SOME IMPLICATIONS 1DR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE

George P. Deyoe
Professor of Agricultural Education

University of Illinois
1957

Much is being written and spoken about the technological revolution
in fhrming. In fact, changes are taking place so rapidly that some people
use the term "scientific exp3.osion" to describe what is happening. A
few facts and figures will serve to give some highlights of these changes
fIrsvss 1.940 to the wesent.

Today, each farm worker produces enough food. and fiber for 20 per-
sons, compared to 10.5 persons in 1940. This increase in productivity
per farm won us in these 16 years is approximately the same as the total
increase for the period. of 120 years from 1820 to 194.0. The outpit per
man hour of itrin labor practically doubled from 1910 to 1956. The lum-
ber of fhrm workers decreased from about 11 million to 8 million. Pro-
d.uction increased about 20 percent per acre in cropland and 27 percent
per animal. Total production of food and. fiber has continued to out-
strip the needs of a rapidly increasing population, even though the total
acreage of cropland has decreased slightly in recent years.

Scme of the most significant technological changes in farming which
contributed to increased production per farm worker are the addition of
labor-saving machinerj and equipnent and the adoption of methods which
increase production per acre and per animal. In addition, some opera-
tions in producing crops and livestock have been eliminated and non-.
farm workers are =king increased contributions of goods and services
to flirming.

Phrms decreased in number from 6 million in 19110 to 4.8 million in
19541 a decrease of about one-fifth. In some areas, the shrinkage in
number of farms has been spectacular. lbr example, from 1950 to 1954,
the number of farms in one county in Illinois decreased nearly 37 percent.
From 1940 to 19511.1 the average fttrm in the United States increased in size
from 174 acres to 242 acres, an increase of nearly 4.0 percent. Farms in
the upoer size groups are increasing in number and percentage and de-
c.....easing in most of the other groups.

Increases in Capital Requirements

The physical changes in farming are certainly spectacular, and we
can understand why the scientific and mechanical revolution in farming
has been given wide pablicity. Mach less attention is gtven to the fact
that capital r-ulrements fcr fa have increased henamenall r
....26.d..ELL.nanflarnan. Many technological changes in farming have been nade
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possible by a sUbstitution of capital for labor. The costs of land
and expenditures for various goods and services used in farm woduc-
tion have increased tremendously in recent years.

We may improve our perspective of the present by 'taking an ex-
ample from the financing of a farm nearly 100 years ago. Eugene
Davenport, former Dean of the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois, wrote a delightful book called Timberland Times (Univer-
sity of Illinois Press, 1950), Tn this book; he described some of
the early experiences of his parents and himself in farming in Michi-
gan. About 1860, his father purchased 80 acres of land with improve-
ments for a total of $600, for which he paid $150 down. He planned
to produce maple sugar to pay off his debt. He recognized the possi-
bility of increasing his income from this source if he bought another
80 acres nearby, which was well wooded with maple trees and for which
a tax title could be secured for $4 per lcre. After trying unsuc-
cessfully to interest his two brothers Jad. a neighbor to go into the
purchase with him, he took the plunge and thereby increased his in-
debtedness to about $17701 a "financial mountain in those times."
AS it turned out, the first sugar crop paid for the land with $50
to spare. Incidentally, the cash production expenditures were ex-
tremely low. About 1400 wooden buckets for collecting sap were
made by this farmer awl represented primarily his own labor.

The total capital invested per farm worker in the United States
in 1956 averaged $15,1631 which is more than four times the amount
in 1940. The average value of machinery per worker was $1,748 in
1956, or 8 times the average in 1940. The average value of real
estate per worker in 1956 was $10;793, or more than four times that
of 1940. Even if we adjust for inflation, the dollar value of assets
per farm worker used. in production more than doubled since 1940.
These asvets vary widely by fhrming areas. EOr example, in 1956,
the average investment per worker on typical family commercial farms
in the cash-grain area of the Corn Belt was $59,0001 comparea to
tamoo in 1940. The changes in investnent per farm worker reflect
increases in size of fmrms, reductions in number of farm workers,
additions to farm cmpital resources, and rising prices and land
values.

The average value of farmland macre for the United States
has wactically triplel since 1940. The averwge value of land and
bdildings pmfarm in the United States was $201405 in 1954, com-
pared to $5,5181E1940. For the state of Illinois, the average
per farm in 1954 was to18831 and in one county in the cash-grain
area the average was 3,97. The upward climb in these values
continues.

Active farmers purchased two-thirds or more of land sdld
each year since 1940. About half of this was done to expand exist-
ing farms in order to spread the large investments in machinery and
the cost of labor over a larger acreage and volume of business. The
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situation is such that farmers frequently outbid non-farmers who are
seeking to purchase land as an investment.

From 1940 to 1956, the total farm debt increased from $9,6 bil-lion to 416.9 billion dollars. Of the total indebtedness, the real
estate portion increased from $6.6 billion dollars to $9.0 billion
dollars, but the non-rml estate debt rose from $3.0 billion to $7.9
billion dollars.

The total farm mortgage debt for the United States.increased
62 percent from 1950 to 1956. Farm mortgage debt on farms operated
by full owners inc.:eased 52 percent from 1950 to 1956 and 96 percent
on operator-awned portions of part-owner farms, The proportions of
.mortgaged farms of. fUll owners and part owners increased frail 1950
to' 1956. However, the ratio of debt to value of these mortgaged
ittrms in 1956 was about the same as in 1950.

In 1955, the total expenditures for goods and services used. in
ihrm production (exclusive of share rent and expenditures of land-
lords for imurance, 1:axes, interest, and improvements) averaged.
0,093 Per farm in the United States. About 70 percent of these ex-
penditures for production purposes .consisted of feed ($907), operating
costs of vehicles and nuchinery ($691), purchase of motor vehicles
and. machinery ($576), purchase of livestock and. poultry ($555),
cash wages ($548), and. fertilizer and lime ($292). In addition,

. the total Dually living expenditures of farm-operator families aver-
aged $3,308. Since these are averages, the expenditures were nuch
higher for zany ihrmers. Ibr example, for the top two economic classes
of commercial farms, the farm production expenditurns averaged $18,2148
and. the itunny living expenditures averaged $5,070. The preceding
figures and others that might be presented. show that farming, as
never before, requires large capital investments and large expendi-
tures of money for operation.

On the other side of the ledger is the income farmers receive
and. thus we are nude aware of the teeter-totter relationship between
costs of production and prices received for farm prolucts. Because
of increased dependence on goods and services which are purchased
by ihrmers, they find, it increasingly difficult to reduce expendi-
tures to mtch decreases in the value of sales of farm products.
As a result, in periods of cost-price squeezes, such as we are wit-
nessing today, fexmers find themselves in economic difficulty much
more qiickly than was formerly the case.

/n order to stay in business, farmers imist continue to make
adjustments which require increasing amounts of capital and. methods
which bring satisfactory returns from the use of capital. Increased
size of fanns, increased mechanization, and increased production per
acre and per animal are being used to lower the costs of production
per unit. Vertical diversification, improved quality of products,
increased use of cooperatives for marketing and purchasing and t'or
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providing special services, increased specialization, vertical inte-
gration, and off-farm work are other ways used by farmers to meet
problems involved in securing and using capital for farming.

The proportion of employed farm persons working at non-farm
jas increased from 21.4 percent in 1940 to 38.6 percent in 1956.
The praportion of farm operators who worked 100 days or more off their
farms increased fram 15 percent in 1919 to 28 mercent in 1954. In
1955, 26 percent of farm wives were in the labor force as compared
to 17 percent in1950. It is significant to note that farn families
with employed wives averaged 50 percent more than income from those
in which wives were not employed.

Young men who wish to get started in farming are finding it in-
creasingly difficult to seaure land and provide the necessary capital.
A recent study in Indiana of 182 persons under 39 years of age who
had started farming from 1947 to 1953 highlights same of these dif-
ficulties.* Land available to beginnimg farmers was limited to
dbout 1.8 percent of the fhrms larger than 50 acres in size. Neaay
98 percent of the beginners started as tenants. Neatly three-fourths
of the beginning operators received substantial fluidly assistance at

the start. These averaged 23.9 years of age when starting, compared
to 26.2 years for those starting without substantial family assistance.
ItIghty percent of the "family-group" leased land from close relatives.
Mbst of the "nan-falmile opzrators located farms primarily through
an acquaintanceship with the owner and had greater difficulty in find-
ing farms.

Non-real estate capital of these young farmers when they started
to farm averaged about $8,000 ofwhich 60 percent was owned and 40
percent borrowed. The "ftmily group" borrowed 25 percent of the ini-
tial investment as direct or secured loans fram close relatives, cam-
pared to five percent fbr the "non-family" operators. Flexibility
in repayment of credit was provided largely by loans from alose rela-
tives fOr the family group and. farm landlords for the nan-family oper-
ators.

We can conclude that the financial problems of young farmers are

especially acute. We may add that sone of the policies of govern-
mental agencies and farm organizations have not been adapted to the
conditions which confront th:Ls group. Older, established flamers are
more likely to te in a position to cope with financial prOblems and
to withstand reverses which arise.

* Problems of it._.._..1a Acaunulation InG..ett Started in Illrming, Sta-

tion Bul. 3 University, 1957.
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Educational Implications

The 1.1s,e of large amounts of money in modern farming requires that
farmers have a high degree of competency in financial planning and
money management. Increasinigy, farmers are becoming nanagers of
taland. decreaslnlr ers of labor. This constitutes a tremendous
ale/lenge to persons responsible Air vocational education in agricul-
ture.

The writer is not attempting to pose as a financial expert, but
he is convinced that # vocational education in agriculture we should
be, doing ruch more than we are doing to meet the challenges which con-
front uS. Dor the past two sunnners, he has served on the staff, of

,a workshop in money Management at the University of Illinois, and.
worked with small munhers of ,selected teachers of vocational agricul-
ture to explore possibilities and. develop instructional materials for
improved instruction along these lines. Various experts in economics
and. related fields have been used as resource persons. Important
areas of money ElEtnagement were identified and source units developed.
Some of the materials which ibllow were developed in this workshop:

Some suggested major objectives for instruction in money management
for present and. prospective fhrmeri are the developnent of the follow-
ing abilities:

1. Secure and use money for establishment in farming on progressively
higher levels.

2. Ivianage money in order to attain a satisfactory level of living
for a fern family.

tima,ge finances to achieve a reasonable degree of security in
farming.

Use money for fUlfilling financial renonsibilities to comman#y
and nation.

5. mice intelligent use of financial resources to adhieve a fUll and
abundant life in farming.

Achieve long-time financial goals through farming.

The specific financia3. objectives and the resources for achiev-
ing them differ widely among farm people. Important factors are
the age of the operator, his current level of establishment in farm- .

ing, and his family responsibilities,

xua school students of vocational agriculture are concerned. with
earning money to purchase various items of personal property, secure
fUrther education, make investments in foundation animals and other
phases of farming appropriate to the age of the persons involved., and
secure ihrther capital to establish themselves in farming at a later
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age.

/bung farmers are concerned with becoming estahlished in farm-
ing. This involves acquiring capital and resources and using them
for securing a satisfactory income. Debts are acquired in the pro-
cess of seauring credit through various channels. As a family is
established, attention is given to pravliimg finances for its cur-
rent well-being and for its financial security should the head of
the family become incapacitated or die.

Farmers near middle .101 have frequently develcped a satisfactory
scope of operations, but often they are confronted with increased
costs for education of members of the family and for the improvement
of family living conditions. Many of these farmers are interested
.ia reducing indebtedness and in looking forward to improved finan-
cial security fbr the family. Some farmers at middle age may expand
their farming operations in order to meet changed econmmic conditions
and increased family costs, and to aid sans to become established
in farming. This may require additional credit and postponement of
debt reduction.

Flamers astmiddle maare interested in elindnating major
debts, improving living conditions, estahlishing financial reserves,
saving for retirement, making investments, and developing plans for
passing their farms to the next generatian.

Some of the najor phases of money management important for ;re-
sent and prospective farmers may be summarized under the following
headings or "prOhlem areas":

1. Spending the Farm Family IncomeThis includes estimating
spendable income, budgeting, spending fbr the family and
farm tasiness, buying wisely, and establishing a system
of record keeping.

2. Saving and InvestingThis includes investing in the farm
business, and making savings and. investments of various
kinds fOr the economic security of the family and for the
retirement years of the ;arents.

3. Selecting and Using CreditIncluded are determdning
credit needs, establishing a credit rating, and selecting
and using credit agencies of various kinds.

4. Selecting and Buying InsuranceIncluded are determining
insurance needs, selecting various kinds of insurance, and.
planning and replanning insuracne programs.

5. Meeting Tax ObligationsThese include income taxes, So-
cial Security, real estate taxes, and ;ersonal property
taxes.
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6. Transferring Property -- Important phases are partnerships,
transfer through sale and contracts of various kinds, wills
and estates, and inheritance and gifts.

In order to teach these phases effectively, attention must be
given to (1) developing specific objectives with the groups taught,
(2) identifying problems and concerns of students, (3) providing ap-
propriate experiences, activities, teaching aids, and references,
(4) identifying and appaying approved practices, and (5) evaluating
outcomes.

In closing, it is yell to re-emphasize that increased attention
in vocational agriculture must be given to money management and re-
lated economic problems appropriate to the -various age groups for
which we are providing or should provide instruction. In many cases,
this means broadening the base of instruction so'as to develop broad
understandings as well as specific solutions to current problems.
The same nay be said for the technological phases of farming related
to woduction and mechanization. Changes are coming so rapidly that
to do otherwise is to provide an education which is already out of
date or soon becomes outmoded.

Improved education in money matters is especially needed by
young farmers who as a group need to cope with many kinds of problems
and responsibilities related to money managememt.

Attention to money matters mast be "built into" farming ;Toss
grams and related group instruction for various groups. We need to
provide more and better individual on-farm instruction for persons
in all age groups who are enrolled for instructik.n in vocational
agriculture, as many financial woblems are highly personal and in-
volve fmnAy groups.

One vid.4west farm editor recently expressed the opinion that
boys in high school who have the necessary aptitudes for college
should by-pass the so-oalled practical courses (including vocational
agriculture) and confine their high school education to general and
basic education. He believes this sort of education will prepare
them best for the rapid changes which are bound. to come. Most of us
cannot agree that this is a simple matter of "either-or". By a
broadened yet fUnctional type of vocational education in agriculture,
plus general education in other subjects ia keeping with the times,
we should be able to provide an education which will lay a suitaae
foundation for adjusting to rapid changes. PUrthermorel organized
instruction for out-of-school groups must be developed which will
provide education needed to cope with changing conditions in farming
and the soeiety in which, we live.

Certainly, there is much in the sphere of money management and
its relations to improved farming, levels of:Living, and fUlfillment
of citizeas' responsibilities that calls for both special and general
education of the highest types.
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Organization, Production, Costs, and Returns on Commercial
Family-Operated, Cash-Grain Farms, Corn Belt

1955 With Comparisons*

Item

Land in farm
Cropland harvested

Tractors on farm

Total labor used
Operator and fmmily
Hired

Total farm capital
Land and. buildings

Machinery and equipment
Livestock
Crops for sale, feed & seed

Total wash receipts
Crops
Other

Total cash expenditures
Feed purchased
Other livestock expense
Fertilizer and lime
Other crop expense
Machinery
Farm buildings, fences
labor hired
Taxes
Other

Net cash farm income

Net farm income

Charge for capital

Unit

Acre
St

Number

Hour
St

f f

Dollar
St

St

If

If

Return to operator & family labor
Purchasing power (193741 dollars)

Average
1222

209 222 230
163 186 192

.81 1.37 2.00

3,800 3,460 3,390
3,050 2,910 2,920

750 550 470

29,950 63,100 89,300
25,040 48,700 71,070
1,860 4,220 7,560

930 2,780 2,190
2,120 71400 8148o

31906 131085 121779
20745 9,779 9,897
10161 3,306 2,882

2,118 4,945 7,000
105 360 517
50 90 134
62 352 779

145 395 472

977 2,221 3,061
245 458 425
186 383 436
306 614 1,077
42 72 99

1,788 8114o 51779

21627 81930 61367

11374 21879 41205

11253 61051 21162
1,253 3,068 983

* Data fTam Farm Costs and Return:22,120i Agr. Inform. Bul. 158, U.SX.A.,
1956, p. 42. (Figures for 1955 were preliminary.) Note: These are farms
in a section of East Central Illinois and a small portion of Indiana.
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